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omecom,
in g '. .:.~::ft' s·
. n0t just a
football . game.
It's more than
free-flowing beer a:f!d home- ·
coming floats. It's
not limited to·.
· rock concerts. arid
gatherings with ·. t\i~r.z:;;;-r~e
alumni. Homecoming .fs an attitude; an emo. tion that sweeps the campus
with the realization that the
·. Fighting K_n ights
- are for real.
· We know our
univerSity and
·the Home Team
are worth cheering · about. We
are a big deal.

he Central Florida Future
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SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
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Ph.855-0881
-In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr..fl.~. BARDEN-, DIRECTOR -
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3125
1164
1689
1242
1167
3224
3238
1615
1633
1634
3341
5199
6193
1722
1171
1767
1786
1803
1792
1811
3268
3280
1370
1974
1992
1216
1217
1229
2135
21GJ _

ACG
ADV
AMH
CAP
COM
ECO
ECO
ENC
ENC
ENC
FH~

GEO
HSC
HUM
JOU
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
MAN
MAN
MUL
PSY
SOP
SPC
SPC
SPC
STA
SYG

2011
4103
2020
3001
3110
2023
3411
1102
3210
3210
3403
3370
3081
2230
3003
1104
3233
3311
3311
3312
3025
3504
2011
3624
3004
1014
10144330
3023
3010

SEC
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
51
51
V51
51
51
51
51
51
V52
51
51
51
V51
51
51
51
52
51
51
51

HRS
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

1986 .- ------------

COURSE TITLE

DAY

TIME

Principles of Accounting II
T
7 - 10
Radio-Television Advertising
w
6 - 9
US History: 1877 - Present
R
7 - 10
Computer Fundamentals for Business
M-W
5:30-7
Business & Professional Cornniunication
w
7 - 10
Principles of Economics II
i.'1
10
7
Quantitative Methods & Business Analysis w
7 - 10
CoPlposition II
w 7 - 10
Business Report Writing
M
7 - iO
Business Report Writing
R
7 - 10
Business Finance
T
7 - 10
Resources Geography
R
6 - 9
Medical Self Assessment
TV 'i'APE
A s c
l{
Western Humanities II
7 - 10
History of American Journalism
T
6 - 9
College Algebra
T-R
5:30-7
Concepts of Calculus
T-R
5:30-7
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry I
T-R
4 - 6
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry I
TV TAPE
A s c
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry -II
T-R
4 - 6
Management of Organizations
M
7 - 10
7 · _ 10
Production/Operations Management
R
Enjoyment _of Music
TV TAPE
A S C
Parapsychology
11
6 - 9
Social Psychology
T
b - 9
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
T
6 - 9
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
w
10
7
Nonverbal Communication
w b - 9
Statistical Methods I
M-W
5:30-7
M
6 - 9
Social Prpblems
.

•
PN
..PM

PM
PH
Ph
PM
PM
PH
PM
PM
PM
PM

•
•

PH
PM
PM
PM
Pi.11i

•

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

REGISTER NOW BY P_HONE- 855·0881

•

•

•
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Racoon .& friends
to perform in gym

•

•
•

The Comedy Store will be
bringing their "Lettermantested" brand of humor to
UCF Friday night. The group
consists of: top left, Rondell
Sheridan, above, Jeff
Justice and left, Gary De
Lena.

The B~sboys or~: · Brian O'Neal, Victor Johnson, Steve Felix, French and Reggie Leon.

Busboys bring .working
cl_ass rock -'n' roll to UCF
by Amy Lake

Their second album, "American Worker,"
was released in 1982-the same year they
gained- national recognition for th~ir appearance in Eddie Murphy's "48 Hours."
The Busboys will be performing in the UCF
.
~ ·
gym this Friday night at 8 p.m. in celebration
In the fall of 1982, .The Husboys toured the
E-ast coast ans played one week at New York
of Homecoming '85.
The five-man band's UCF appearance is City's Radio City Music Hall.
part of their "Don't Mind Workin' " tour
·
which began in April.
In 1983 they were constantly on the road.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Wanda Schulman
• CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In addition to The Busboys
three comedians and a raccoon will perform at the
homecomirig concert on Oct.
• 25 at 8 p.m. in the UCF gym.
The raccoon is the
trademark of Jeff Justice. In
his promotional video Justice .
attempts to teach his raccoon,
Rocky, a new trick. He puts a
cigarette in Rocky's mouth
• and points a gun to Rocky's
Ii ttle fuzzy head. Justice fires
and just when Rocky is relieved that Justice missed, the racoons' s tail falls off.
Justice was discovered by
David Copperfield at. a Magic
Convention in New York.
Copperfield describes Justice
as an unusual comedian and
magician.
Justice's resume lists such
hobbies as "pool sharking,
card cheating and spiffy danc• ing."

Also performing with the
::;omedy Store is a music
satirest, Gary De Lena. In his
promotional video De Lena
said Erooke Shields cheek
·bones are higher than her IQ.
When De Lena performed
at the Stevens Institute of
Technology, the campus
newpaper reviewed his performance by saying·, "27
students had-to be rushed Lo
the hospital after falling out
of their seats due to uncontrollable laughter.".
The homecoming concert
will open with standup comedian Rondell Sheridan. In a
review entitled "Being Funny
for a Living'' by Donn
Esmonde in a recent issue of
Buffalo Magazine, Sheridan
is desc:ribed as being a
"young and overweight Bill
Cosby."
Sheridan takes his funny
business seriously. In the
Buffalo article he is quoted as
saying: ''With a big name,

The Busboysbegan in Los Angeles in 1979
and released their first album, "Mirnimum
Wage Rock 'n' Roll," in 1980. The album
launched them towards critical claim for the
social commentary in their music. With the
release of "Minimum Wage," The Busboys
began their first tour as a headliner act at
clubs and coll~ges.

they played two months of dates with the
Stray Cats and toured as the opener for Eddie Murphy on his "Delirious" tour-which
later became a cable TV special featuring The
Busboys.
To further their motion picture career, the
band recorded "Cleanin' Up the Town" for
the "Ghostbusters" soundtrack, which earned a 1985 Grammy nomination.

As their popularity continued to grow
In addition to extensive touring and
through well-timed. appearances on television
shows suc-h as: "Saturday Night Live," songwriting, The Busboys became an instant
"Midnight Special," "Soul Train," "Rock hit with the Harrah's Hotels in Lake Tahoe
and Reno in 1984. They managed to acquire a
Concert" and "Fridays."
long-term contract with the hotel chain.

Activities planned all week
With so much planned for at 8 p.m. in the gym and

SEE COMEDY, PAGE 9 this year's homecoming, t_ickets can be bought at the

OMECOMING

1985
COVER DESIGNJEFF GLICK

COVER PHOTOSPAM GIMSON
COVER STORYTIM BALL

The HOMECOMING 1985 SPECIAi. EDITION is produced om..1olly by The
Central Florida Fut\re as port d the Unlverslly d Central Florida's
Homecoming celebration. The opinions expressed in this Issue ore not neccesorily ~ d the University ol Central Florido Actni111Stratlon, Boord d
PIJbllcallons. a the Florido Boord ol Regents.
The Cenhal Florida Futtre would Hke lo thank the crews at CMedo
Publishing. OViedo; and litho Prep.stars. Inc .. Orlando for assistance rn pre>
ducllon ol this speckJI edttlon
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there's little excuse for
anyone to miss all the action.
Activities include everything
from dancing to golf to cornedy _ to beach activities
associated ~ith this year's
theme- "Surfing UCF."
If Caribbean music is your
thing, then check out the steel
drum band on the Green at 11
a.m. today. Soon after,
there'll · be a sand castle
building contest and other
competitions sponsered by
the Programming and Activities Council. Wednesday
winds up with the "Life's a
Beach" party featuring live
music in the Student Center
Auditorium(SCA).
Friday, classes will be
cancelled from 12 noon to 3
p.m., so be sure to catch the
homecoming parade on
Gemini Blvd. and live music
on the Green afterwards.
Alumni will be gath~ring for
dinner at 6 p.m. in the University Dining Room before the
big event of the day-a
Homecoming concert with
The Bus Boys and the Comedy Store. The concert begins

student center desk or any
Select-A-Seat outlet. Prices
are $6 for students, $7 for
faculty and $10 for the
general public.
·
After the concert there will
be a party in the SCA.
Saturday is game day and
there's plenty to do from
dawn 'till dusk. Alumni will
get together for an 8 a.m. golf
tournament at Cypress Creek.
An on-campus softball tournament be.gins at the saine
time. Recreational Services is
sponsoring a disc golf tourna- .
ment at 10 a.m.-call
275-2408 for details.

What's happening
this week at UCF
Wednesday:
11 a.m.
Sand Castle Building
Contest on the Green

8 p.m.
"Life's a Beach" Party

Friday:
12 noon
Homecoming Parade

1:30p.m.
Pep Rally

8p.m.

Th' Bus Boys ln concert
with the Comedy Store
The SCA parking lot will be
lOp.m.
the site for a studentPost·con~ert
Party
sponsored· tailgate party at 4
p.m. After you've had your
.Saturday:
fill of food and beverage, take
8a.m·.
advantage of a free bus ride to
' Knights Day Softball .
the game at 6 p.m.
100.m.
Kickoff between the
Disc
Goff Tournement
Knights and the Lumberjacks
of Stephen Austin Unviversi- .4p.m.
Taligate Party 1
ty is at 7 p.m. at Orlando
7p,m.
,
Stadium. As always, students
\JCF VI Stephel\ '· Austin
with a valid student I.D. are
admitted free of charge.
I
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Spring '86 ·
• schedule
. '· Changes
•

•

Several changes have been
made in Spring 1986 Class
Schedule recently issued by
the academic affairs office.
Watch this space in ··coming
weeks for additional
changes.
Call the college or department a course comes under
for more information.
According to Dany
Danley of academic affairs,
the changes are as follows:

Cancelled
courses
Adam Chrzan/Central Florlda Future

2076 ANT 3034.01
1826 MAP 4932.01
1010 MIS , 1400.01
1016 MIS 2300.02
·3212 ECO 2013.04 ·
3215 ECO 2013.07
3216- ECO 2013.08
3235 ECO 3411.10
3263 MAN 3025.02
3287 MAN4150.03
· 3193 MAR 3503.71
3196 MAR 4123.01
4270 PET 6405.91
6222 HSC 3081.91
6199 HSC 4393.0 l

New Courses
2167 ANT 3360.01 .
2166 AMH 3"540.01
9303 MAP 6938.01
2170 .MHF 2300.02
2168 PSY 2023.71
2169 STA 3023.72
2161 ENC 3310.02
2164 PAD 6934.01
3365 MAR 4153.01
3363 MAR 4722.71
3364 MAR 6938.01
9305 EDG 4321.91
4360 ESE 5214.91
4361 PET 5937.91
9304 PET 6146.91
9302 RET 6700.01
There ar.e also some
courses with time and/or day
changes. Call the office of
academiC affairs if you have
any questions.

D CAMPUS SOURCE

The University Bookstore
is offering a free service to
all organizations on campus.
The "Campus Source" ·
signs, located in the .Education Building, .cafeteria,
J{nights'
Den
and
bookstore-which display
lighted messages-are open
to anyone with information
to share about their
organization.
For more information on
the Campus Source signs, go
to the Text Information window at the bookstore.
I l MAYAN SLIDES

•

UCF archeologists Arlen
and Diane Chase will "tell

The road-widening project on University Boulevard has caused a slump in business for many local mercnants.
Many complain of eart_h-moving equipment (inset) blocking the entrances to parking lots.

'Men at work' dampen ·. business boom
by Wanda Schulman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .

Road construction along
University Boulevard has
several local businesses on
their knees, according to local
business owners.
Joyce Jacobs, owner of J.R.
Jakes pub in the Universtiy
Square shopping center said
busjness has dropped off '' 30
to 40 percent" and the ·
number of employees at the
pub has been cut i~ half

because of decreased
patronage. Ja·cobs attributes
the poor business to the work
being done on University
.Boulevard.
Carol Lacey, owner of the
Casual Image, • a womans
clothing store next to J. R.
Jakes, said her bussiness is
off by 40 percent.
Lacey said: "There are
times when University Center
has been closed off (by construction) for two or three
days. My customers tell me
they don't want to drive in
here.''

Business has "gone down
thousands,'' said the manager
of Bridal Time, Etc., Gwen
Bowling.
Bowling said her store
showed an increase in
business every year until the
ro~d construction -started. _
She
said · University
Boulevard has been worked
on since last December, and
the project was "poorly
supervised," at times leaving
only one entrance to the shopping center.
"I have seen them do one
section over three times,''

said Michael Schmitt
manager of BIG C ii:quors
who added that he has lost up
to 50 percent of his customers
and one-third of his cash
volume.
One contractor, The Columbus Co., and nine subcontracors are responsible for
the widening of Universtiy
Boulevard from state Road
436 to Goldenrod Road., said
Bruce Moffat, Orlando office
manager of The Columbus Co.
Columbus' original contract

SEE ROADS, PAGE l 0

Vandals keep library
study rooms closed
by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

A rash of vandalism has forced
library officials to restrict the use
of private study rooms by library
users in an effort to curb a proliferation of graffiti, according to
Lynn Labrake, associate director
of the library.
Betty Lawrence, head of access
services for the library, said study
rooms on the first and third floors
of the library have been
pariculialry plagued by the

the tales" of their recent
adventures
and
archeological fieldwork in the
remote Belizean jungles.
The presentation will pegin
at 4 p.m. in PH 104 on Oct.
24. The UCF Anthropology
Club will present a slide
show and refreshments will
be served. '
0 FIRES CONTINUE

An arson-caused fire at
the Colorado State University Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house occured last week on
the first night SAE had not
posted a guard.
It was the fourth arson
case at a fraternity house in
the state in two weeks..

graffiti. The problem is occuring
so frequently, Labrake said, that
painters from the physical plant
can no longer keep up with the vandals: "As fast as we're painting
over the graffiti, they're (vandals)
writing on the walls again,''
Labrake said. She cited one case
where a damaged wall was coated
with primer in preparation for
painting. "When they (workers
form the physical plant) came back
to paint it, there was already more
writing on the wall."

SEE LIBtlARY, PAGE 7

Fraternity members at the
universities of Denver and
Colorado have received
threatening notes, purportedly from a women's
group angry over alleged
greek sex crimes nationwide.

Last week's questi'on:Do you engage in
sexual activity at least once a ·month?
Respsonse:
YES - 50/ NO - 50'
Call 275-2601 between the hours of 12 noon
and 4:30 p.m. weekdays and .tell us what you
think.
"What Do You Think?" is not o scientific poll. It is a telephone
. survey allowing students, faculty and staff of the Unlversity
of Central florlda to present their views on issues of interest.

term you enroll for your
55th credit hour. Otherwise,
you will not be allowed to
r_e gister for the following
term.
~If

you do not comply with
.CLAST standards, you will
no longer be eligible for state
D CLAST FACTS
financial aid.
Students can enroll for the
The
Office
of
Undergraduate Studies spring administration of
reminds you that no matter CLAST in ADM 210.
what catalog you are under,
you must pass the College · 0 ROCK DINERS
UCF student Bryan McLevel Academic Skills Test
(CLAST) to receive a Cullar won two tickets to see
bachelor's or associate's Starship and Night R~nger
irom WDIZ-FM by answerdegree from UCF. Also:
""The CLAST must be ing a "Baxter and Mark
taken and passed during the Jeop8:rdy" question concern-

ing Alice Cooper.
As an added surprise, McCullar also won dinner with
the bands before the their
Lakeland appearance last
Friday. McCullar invited
friend Bryan Chinelli along.
The two ate dinner with
Grace Slick, as well as other
members
of
Starship-formerly Jefferson
Starship.
Items to be considered for
. News Clips must be submit-.
ted to the news editor at
least one week prior to
publication. Requests for
p u b li c
s ~ r v i·c e
anno uncements should be s.ent
to the Confetti editor.

-
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Ellis to step down,
return to teaching

- D~ ~~- ·

WHEN WAS THE LAST
TIME YOU HAD A GOOD
HOME-COOKED MEAL?

tion to become effective at the
conclusion of my current conCENTRAL FLORDIA FUTURE
tract.,'
Colbourn replied, ''I accept
Dr. Leslie Ellis, UCF's pro- - your decision with genuine
vost and vice president of regret. Many will find it
academic affairs will step
down from his post and .
return to teaching in the
biology department next fall.
In an Oct. 11 letter to
Presidnt Trevor Colbourn,
Ellis said: ''The time has now
come for me to give serious
consideration to some personal considerations and to
assess my needs for the .
rekindling and regeneration
of my academic and spiritual
well-being. With this in mind,
I have come to the conclusion
that it would be in both my
Ellis
best interests and those of the
University for me to leave my
current academic assignment strange to be without Leslie
in order to provide the.; Ellis prodding us on to do
University with the oppor- good things."
Ellis was hired as a parttunity to acquire new and
fresh leadership to face the time consultant at UCF in .
exciting challenges of the 1967. In 1968, he became the
future. With this in mind, I
SEE ELLIS, PAG~ 10
am submitting my resign~by Wanda Schulman

AT

·

OVIEDO INN
WE FEATURE:

GOOD HOME COOKIN'!!
HOMEMADE BREADS & DESSERTS,
SPECIALTY DRINKS ... AND ·

EARLY BIRD BUFFET •.••

4:30. ·s:oo. $4.99 -.

41

BREAK'FAST BUFFET •••
SAT. & SUN •.from 11:30 • $3.99
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY
(Closed Monday}
DINNER -MENU FROM 4:30

s

t.

.

OVIEDO INN

Contemp.o rary Fashions

20o/o OFF
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
3489 E. COLONIAL DR.,
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(305) 898-2851 .
With coupon and
current l.D.
Expires 11-20-85

LE.:TUS.
'RIBVOU
~Bit

DON'T BE THE VICTIM OF A BIG RIB-OFF!
Our Prime Ribs are so good, they're often
sold out before we open ... HONEST!
The way to make sure you don't miss out
on a good thing is to phone ahead,
(yesterday is a good time, but four hours
ago will do in a pinch) and tell us the
number in your party.
Sorry, only two ( 2) crispy end slices
per roast, you'll have to settle that
one among yourselves.

~c\\~?.\..t.'1
· BROWN'g

665 N. Orlando Ave.

~----•Winter Park, 645-2244 _ __ ,

United
Parcel
Service
.

-

1.

-~

I

u s

_PCrt~Time Positions Available
United Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for part-time
loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay
and benefits at $8.00 per hour to
start. Paid vacations and holidays.
Must be available for shifts beginning
4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. or ·11 :00 p.m.
Work schedule is 3 to 5 hours per day.
Please sign up for an interview appoint·
ment in the Career Resource Center,
ADM -Suite 124 immediatelyk Interviews
will be October 23 & 29 by appoint·
ment only. UPS is an equal opportunity·
employer.

•
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- /Advanced
-,, B:!chnalagg

•

LEARN TO SHOOT
College students if you would like to learn .to
shoot a rifle, contact Mr. Jeffery Cuddeback at
(305) 894-6061 or write to him at Advanced
Technology, 1010 Executive Center Drive,
Suite 200, Orlando, FL, 3280~. · Minimum re·
quirements for participation in training in·
elude:

•
•
•

• Little or no experience or training in
shooting a hand gun or rifle
·
0 A male between 18 and 24 years
old
• 20/20 or corrected 20/20 vision
o Healthy and having no physical
handicaps that make it difficult
to stand for periods of up to 30
minutes while holding a standard
Army rifle
o Flexible schedule that allows for
one hour lessons every day for
a week and a weekend of travel to
Fort Benning, GA
• Transportation to and from the
Navel Training Equipment Center
·in Orlando

•

LIBRARY.
FROM PAGE 5
She added that if a room
becomes severely damaged,
she must order it closed
to student use until it can be
repaired or cleaned by one of
the three full-time employees
on the library cleaning staff.
Labrake said the majority
of the students using the
rooms ''are using them
responsibly."
An inspection on Monday
showed two study rooms on
the third floor with ink stains
and drawings on the walls.
One room had what appeared
to be the solution to a
trigonometry problem on one
wall.
Library admin istrators

•

•

nave considered posting signs
in each study room, asking
students to not to write on
the walls. But that, according
to Labrake, might compound
the pro~lem. She said such
signs, through reverse
psychology, could serve to encourage other students to
write on the walls.
A "Library Patrol"·has also
been initiated to check for
students abusing the study
rooms. Lawrence said that
helps but, "vandals are
careful of when the library
patrol is around, so they
generally get away with i.t ."
Labrake said the library is
planning to add more study
rooms on the first floor but
those plans won't be implemented until the present
study rooms are ''relatively
free" of vandalism.

1

I

•

Tbanks to you ...
it works ...
forALLOFUS
United way

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends . .
•Complete TEST-N-TAP£·•
facilllles.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Resean:h Experts.
• low Hourty Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations .

All reasonable expenses incurred during the
training will be paid for to include hourly
wage, transportation, room,.and board.
CLASSES FORMING

-

NOW!

GMAT 11 ·4·85
LAST 11·7·85 .

.

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS

1~-H. 67;:;~~6
MPIAN
g

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

1'£ST PREl'IUUlTION SPECIAUSTS SINCE '938
lnNewlbr1cStale StanleyH Kap1anEducat1onalCenterltd

• LU NCH 11·2 $2. 95
• DINNER 5·9 $3.95

2238
WINTERWOODS
BlVD.
WINTER PK., Fl

0
0

PIZZERIA RISTORANTE

ALL YOU -.CAN EAT!

~

\\111\1\llllllf

___

]

- - FEATURING - -

SOUP, SPAGHETTI, LINGUINI WITH GARLIC BUTTER
BAKED ZITI, PIZZA, HOMEMADE BREAD STICKS
AND A 30 ITEM SALAD BAR ·

282~4242

"

• 3 Varieties of Pizza
(Round, Sicilian, & Deep Dish) ·
• Fresh Dough Made Daily
• Dinners * Subs * Salad Bar * Beer & Wine
• Open 7 Days A week For Lunch and ~inner

------,--------~-----------

CA sA :Vl1A

$2.00·0FF
ANY LARGE,OR EXTRA
LARGE PIZZA
•

EXP. 11 /13/85

·

Crl.sA M1;\

BUY ONE
MEATBALL SUB 8c
GET ONE FREE
EXP. 11/13/85

L-------------------~----~--~-----------..a

7

MID-TERM CRISIS?
Workload too much to handle
alone? No free time? Share the
load with a super PC. It's faster
than a speeding slide rule, more
powerful than a pocket calculator,
and loves to tackle large obstacles.
It's affordable!
It's easy t9 use!
It's IBM!

COMPUTER· STORE
University of Central Florida
PC Software and S~pplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center II, RM 101
281-5603
Store Hours: Monday · Friday ·
9:00 am· Noon and 1:00 pm· 3:00 pm
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-Senate elects ·new leader
by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The eighteenth student senate elected two
members for the newly created Committee to
Investigate the Registration Process and
Possible Improvements to It. They also
elected a new President Pro Tern Tuesday,
Oct. 15.
The two elected senators are Laura Blake
and Dennis Lasley with Mike Woodruff on
standby as an alternate.
The committee concerned with the registration process will consist of the two senators,
student body President John Gill and two
students selected by him .. Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of student affairs, will
be on the committee along with his selection
of two faculty members and one staff
m~mber. UCF registrar Dan Coleman will
also be there to discµss the problems and

WRITER'S BLOCK CURED
s.~nd

$2 for catalog of over 16,000 topics, to
your writing efforts and help you beat
Wril.('r·s Rlock. For info., call TOLL-FREE
l -H00-62 1-!1745. (In lllinios. call 312-922-0300.)
:\uthor·s Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 South
I karhorn. Chicago IL 60605.

possible solutions to student registration.
Senator William Dietz, who brought the
idea of registration reform to the senate floor,
said the committe will try to help a large part
of the student body.
Lasley believes the committee is going "to
look at the problem and keep it in the light."
In other action at last week's meeting,
Dietz won the election for President Pro Tern
and will replace Lasley who served as Pro
Tern in the seventeenth student senate.
The main duty of the Pro Tern is to attend
every committee meeting. Dietz will be there
to "make sure the committee is working
together and to inform the other committees
of what is going on."
Dietz is also expected to fill in at senate
meetings if the vice president is unable to attend. And if, for some reason, the student
government president is unable to fulfill his
duties, the vice president will move up leaving the Pro Tern to take her place.

t1ssist.

PRACTICE LSAT EXAM

Sponsored by the Political Science
& Pre Law Union of UCF
THURSDAY 10-24-85
Chemistry Building
RM 208
6:09 pm
MONDAY 10-28-85
ENGINEERING BUILDING
RM305
1:00 .pm

Kiosk still not completed;
contractor unavailable for Comment
by

De~bie

Dent

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Though no one there
remembers when construction began, the word from the
student government office is
that the Kiosk will open for
business on Nov. 1.
The building, located on the
Engineering Green, was
originially scheduled for completion last June but after
several delays, the stucture
still stands uncompleted.
Micheal Leek of the Leek Corporation, contractor for the

Kiosk, was unavailable for
comment on the situation.
When opened, the ~iosk
will be operated by two
members of student government from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, Barbara Pope, secretary to President John Gill, said.
All of the services from the
student government centralized services will be moved to the kiosk. This will include discount ticket sales,
film processing, lost and
found, car pool listings, tutor
service information, budget
request forms for clubs and

•'

organizations, and schedules
of events happening around
the campus. Pope said that
everything except the student
typewriter service will be
available in the new building.

Donation $3.00 at door
Giv·e n by representative of
STANLEY KAPLAN ·
EDUCATION CENTER
·2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL 32792
678-8400

Pope said that "plans are
under consideration" for a
Select-A-Seat outlet at the
Kiosk, " but nothing is
definite y~t. ''

1;s~

The small brick building
will be highlighted by shades
of rust, turquoise, and taupe.

TEST PAEPMATION Sl'EQAUSTS $ICE 1938

'

,

In New 'll>ft SUie Stanley H ~ EducatJonat Center ltd

,,..,..

CAREER RESOURCE CENTER.
. Cooperative Education
Career Crn,Jnseling
Off-Campus Part-time & Summer
Employment
~EEK

WEEKLY INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE

OF OCTOBER 21 - 25, 1985
TUFSDAY

WEDNESDAY

RADIO SHACK
SHERWIN WIL.LL; ~ffi CO.

BELL NORTHERN RESEARCH
CENTRAL INTELLIG~NCE
AGENCY
PRICE WATERHOUSE

MONDAY ·

STATE FARM INSURANCE

WEEK OF

')L:'.~UER

28 -

MONDAY

~OViMBER

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

FLORIDA NATIONAL BANK
LOVELACE,ROBY & COMPANY
LOVELACE,ROBY & COMPANY
MARTIN MARIETTA DATA
SYSTEMS

1, .1985

TIIBSDAY

ORLANDO POLiCE DEPT.

WEEK Gt

i\CV.~l·: BER

Senior Placement
Alumni Placement

Adm. 124 - for further information
call 275-2361

NATIONAL SECURITY
AG SN CY

WEDNESDAY

IBURSDAY

FLORIDA POWER CORP.
OSBURN, HENNING & CO.

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
CORPORATION

FRIDAY

E-SYSTEMS INC., ECI
DIVISION
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

4 ·- N( VEMBER 8, 1985

MONDAY

UNITED TELEPHONE CO.
OF FLORIDA

TIIBSDAY

BRENT MILLIKAN & CO.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. &
SECURITY CORP.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

K-MART APPAREL CORP.
LAVENTHOL AND HORWATH

All seniors muse complete a placement regiscracion packet prior to utilizing services offered by the Placement Office. Registration packets are
available in the Career Resource Center.

FRIDAY

DARCOM/AMC
UNIVERSITY OF TENN. '
NORTHERN TELECOM INC.
SPACE INSTITUTE

The cooperative Education Orientation Sessions take place every Thursday
at 4 p.m. in Admin. 147.

• . . ,. .... . . . . . . . . . .

· · ~· · ·

............. .Jlll&.Cl••••J•••••
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COMEDY
FROM PAGE 3

WINDOW TINTING
• Professional Work
• ·All Work Guaranteed
5 YEARS
With This Coupon

they sit there thinking, 'I'm
gonna laugh.' But with
somebody they don't know,
they sit there and say 'Make
m~· laugh.' The first five
minutes, if they don't love
you, you've got an uphill battle the whole night.''
The review quotes one of
~illiam
Sheridan's .jokes: "I had to ' ·
buy a last minute Mother's
Day card. Anybody else have
to do that? .. .if you .get there
too late, the only thing left ,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - " . - - - - - - 1 are those ethnic Mother's · ·
Day cards. I mean, that's OK
for me, but I wouldn't imagine most of you here want a
card that says Happy Mom
with like a 180-pound black
woman on the cover." ·
Tickets for the concert are
available at the student
Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM
center main desk or at SelectA-Seat outlets. Tickets cost
$6
for students, $7 for alumni
Sun. Masses
and $10 for the general
public.
. 8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon

Coneys

•
41

•

695-4765

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

Masters Choir Re.h ersal
Wednesday 7:30

•

1

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

Lori Forber/Central Florido Future

An officer and a gentleman?
- Actually, it's Laura Macombe and Dan Fitzpatrick playacting for an RTV student filming for class.

!WELCOME

SKI THE ROCKIES WITH UCF

$?$?$NEED .MONEY$?$?$
,,Work in an Air Conditioned
casual office in Winter Park.
One half mile off of 1·4.

Ideal work for students

$ $ $5.00 HR. $ $

Win
-

PLUS
·COMMISSIONS
AND
MANY .BONUSES

& .~.r~~se

Unlimited earning potential.
No experience needed.
All training provided.
Part-time in the evenings.
Full-time in the days.

~

TRIP SPONS
DR. ROY WAL RS, EECS
· 281-5305 CAMPUS/EN 350 l
-~t

the U.S. SkiTe·am

ALL SUMMER
STOCK UP TO 70%
OFF!

20'1o OFF

REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE

FREE KEY RING
NEW CLOTHES ARRIVING DAILY!
VERY LARGE SELECTION OF
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
FALL & SUMMER APPARREL.

(With purchase & this ad) -

7456 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(Next to Winn-Dixie)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

(305) 671·4659

I·'
11-
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ROADS
FROM PAGE 5

1985

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

with Orange County called for l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J_=============-___..:___:
a total cost of just over $3.6
million. The current expense
for the unfinished project is
just over $3. 7 million, Moffat
said. He explained that seven
changes in plans-called
''change orders'' -for the project have been made from the
origiitia"i plan and more are
pending.

_________

ENTRY LEVEL HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

"But that's normal," said
Moffat.
Moffat said the constuction
should be finished sometime
in January, but he added that
it's hard to give a specific
date because of the change
·
orders.
Roger Colbert, Orange
county project engineer, said
the scheduled date of completion is Jan. 5 and the ''contractors are pushing to make
that date.''
Some business in the
University Boulevard constuction area remain optimistic.

DESIGN ENGINEERS $26,000 to $40,0ffO
Major Multi-Million dollar Maryland Corporation has employed our services to recruit hard·_
ware & software engineers for work in State-of-the-art design environment. If you are a hard·
w(}re engineer with Digital Analog Intel 8080 bkgd. seeking to gain valuable r:iicroprocessor
circuit design skills or a software engineer with microprocessorI computer architecture based
design bgkd. seeking to gain further knowledge of Intel 8080 n:achine~ assembly languages
& Fortran or Pascal. then please respond immidately. B.S.E.E. or B.S. in Computer
Engineering & U.S. citizen required . 0-5 · ~ears experience preferred.

For immediate consideration call collect:
Mr. Leonard Steele (301) 740-2700 or send resume to:
Professional Personnel Services Inc., 8775 Cloudleap Court, (Suite 229)
Columbia, Maryland 21 ~45 (Age~cy).

A FISHER GROUP COMPANY

Bridgit M. Parchment,
assistant branch manager of 1----------------------..--...----......----------------------~
Atlantic Bank in Goldenrod,
said the road constuction has
been 'inconvenient to the
Bank's customers, but has
not effected the branch bank
at all.

ELLIS
FROM PAGE 6
full-time chairman of
biological sciences. Ten years
later, he obtained the position
of Provost and Vice president
for academic affairs.
In the abscence of the president, the provost becomes the
highest administrator on
campus.
Ellis described his current
position as "very demanding,
requiring long hours.''
As provost, Ellis is required
to assist in solving problems
between students and faculty,
meet with accredation
groups; par~nts, friends -and
contributors to the university.
In addition to his. nine-tofive duties, the provost is re·
quired to fulfill social and
public service needs .of the
University. In a written job
description, these needs are
described as "diverse and
regretably often extremely
time~consuming. ''
In one word Ellis described
his position as "everything."
Ellis said he gave a lengthy
notice of his resignation in
order to insure a smooth transition for the university.
Ellis, who received his college education at the University of Oklahoma, said his
primary area of academic interest is zoology. He also
serves as chairmaii of the
Board of Trustees at Orlando
General Hospital.
A nationwide search will be
held to find a replacement for
Ellis. "It's a critical appointment that calls for someone
who can move us into the next
decade," Colbourn said. He
added that "there are no candidates at this time."
Ellis, 60, said he plans to
retire in five years.

•

•

•

Dangers to $ea turtles

•

ril Distracting l_ights

Development
DareMany
'turtle nesting beaches
eroding because of heavy

U Lights from beachfront
buildings distract the hatchlings
away trom the sea. Baby sea
turtles naturally move toward a
light source, and the presence of
artificial lighting confuses them.
Thousands .die strdnded, too exhausted to make it to the ocean.

waterfront construction. Structures
such as seawalls lead to the
aisappearance of the shoreline in
front of them, and only last for a
maximum of fifty years. .

RShrimp boats
E:.IShrimp boats are illegally netting turtles and killing them instead of returning them to the
sea. Turtles also suffer heavy injuries from encounters with boat
propellers, and many are found
washed up on the beach with
huge gashes in their shells.

n

Cold weather

W Unusually cold weather can
stun sensitive green turtles. They
float helplessly, until they 9re
either killed by predators or blown
ashore. Once ashore they are
often picked apart by scavengers
such as seabirds, or die of exposure.
Jeff Glick/The Central FloridO Future

•

UCF professor is fighting for sea turtles

•

South Brevard is haven
to both mothers an~ young

Humans could destroy
val~able . nesting beach

by Krys Fluker

Beachfront development in south Brevard county is threatening sea turtles that nest there, says
UCF biologist Dr Lew Ehrhart. The area he is concerned about is considered to be extremely valuable
to sea turtle researchers because of the large
numb~r of turtles.that migrate to that shore every
year to lay their eggs.
·
One of the biggest problems encountered with
the increased number of buildings on the beach is
caused by the outdoor lights that shine toward the
water. ·
·
When clusters of eggs hatch, the baby sea turtles
instinctively head for the sea- or what they think
is the sea. They are naturally guided by the reflection of moonlight on the water. Unfortunately, hatchlings can't distinguish between natural and artificial light, Ehrhart. says. Litetally thousands of ·
baby turtles die stranded on Highway AlA, Ul}able
to make it to the sea.
Ehrhart credits the Brevard County board of
commissioners with enacting an ordinance that
prohibits lighting on the nesting beaches within the
county. The ordinance, passed on Sept. 10, affects
all the unincorporated shoreline in Brevard County.
"Research has proven that lighting distracts the
turtles," says Teresa Kramer, environmental planning specialist for Brevard County. She says existing structures will have to extinguish or shield
offending lighting, and any new building will have
to conform to lighting standards.
Both Ehrhart and Kramer say they hope that
others adopt protective measures.
"If we can come up with significant proof that
there is an increase in turtle nesting in this area
then we hope the others follow suit," says Kramer.
Another problem that is growing in importance
is the "armoring" of coastlines ..There is an increasing tendency to build seawalls and other structures
to protect valuable shorefront buildings. Unfortunately, this leads to the erosion of the beach in
front of the wall.
"We won't have a beach except at low tide," says
Ehrhart, "and the sea turtles won't have a place to
build their nests.'' He sees the fight against such
barriers as the biggest proble~ in the next 20-30
years.
.
.
What Ehrhart says he sees as ironic is that these
structur~s will only last for a maximum of 50 years.
"People are going to want to do all this so that one
more generation can live that near the be~ch." he
says.

DISCOVERIES EDITOR
.

.

As a piece of real estate, the twelve-mile stretch
of beach in southern Brevard County near
Melbourne is valuable, but not remarkable. What
makes it unusual is its ecological value to observers
of the increasingly rare green and logger head sea
turtles that nes_t there.
"It appears to be the most important nesting
beach
for loggerheads in the Western hemisphere,''
1
says Dr. Lew Ehrhart, UCF professor of biology
and recognised authority on sea turtles. "(It is)
possibly the best for green turtles in the world.''
This summer, he and his group recorded 10193
loggerhead nests and 281 green nests. "That's six
times the amount (of nests) as in the past ... a very
encouraging sign." Th~ green turtle population is
classified as endangered, driven near to extinction
by a fishing fodustry tl!at was "just too efficient,"
says Ehr hart.
Ehrhart stays on the beach about five days a
week during the summer nesting season. He and a
hand-picked group of students get up each morning
at 4:30 to ride up the beach in three-wheeled motorcyles inspecting the nests of the turtles that came
ashore during the night. They also watch the
turtles nesting, and sometimes tag, weigh and
measure females.
Ehrhart says tha_t Blair Witherspoon, who is one
of his graduate students, has discovered that the
incidence of racoons· destroying nests on the
Melbourne beach is much lower than on other
beaches. In addition, and perhaps more significantly, Ehrhart and his team of graduate students have
discovered a large population of juvenile turtles in
the Indian River just behind the Melbourne beach.
Juvenile sea turtles, until very recently,
presented something of a mystery to zoologists.
"In these stages it's hard to get your hands on
them," says Ehrhart. No one was sure what happened to the hatchling turtles after they crawled into the sea, until the mature adults come ashore to
nest. ''The direction that I want to go is studying
the biology and conservation of juveniles." he said.
One of the things that is yet unexplained, says
Ehrhart, is the presence of large growths, or
papillomas, on thirty percent of the green turtles
netted.
"We're really not sure what the overall effects

A mother turtle rests on the beach before returning to the sea.

(on turtles) are .. .if they become debilitated or if
they (the growths) just go away," he says. "The
popula~ion is counting on . these turtles to come
along and be the breeders in twenty or thirty
years."
Ehrhart's group would also like to be able to
track the turtles when they leave for warmer
waters. "We don't know what they do during the
rest of the year," he says. The group has a 21-foot
boat ''ideal for tracking,'' but it lacks a motor. The
boat would have just enough room for the equipment needed, with space for people to sleep on long
trips. "It's just sitting there. All it would take is a
little fixing up and a motor," he says, quoting a
figure of $4000-4500 needed. "lt's not much,
really.''
Ehrhart's duti~s also include the occasional
rescue mission. He explains that green turtles are
sometimes stunned by sudden se~ere temperature
drops. When this happens, the turtles can be blown
into shore, where they are easy pickings for
scavengers.
When a turtle is found in such a condition,
Ehrhart calls Sea World. They have, in the past,
donated expensive tank space and food to the
turtles until the cold spell abates. "It's something
nobody plans for," he says. In 1985, Sea World accepted 120 afflicted turtles. "We had one hit by a
boat," says Ehrhart, "We figured, well ... " But 120
went in, and 120 came out. "We rented a truck and
took them down to the beach. Every single one of
them swam away vigorously."
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UCf needs - go~d traditions
·
to discover its ends
From quiet homes and first beginning has been run in to the ground in reOut to the undiscovered ends
cent years in editorial commentaries,
There's nothing worth the wear of student government offices and
winning
hopeless hallway discussion groups.
But laughter and the love of friends.
The same problems are the object of
despair at UCF year after year. Ef-Hiliare Belloc, English author forts to correct them are usually
1870-1953 sincere, but rarely effective. Yet there
is so much potential to become better.
Perhaps one day of every
Homecoming Week brings to mind
many memories, few of them fond fot Homecoming Week should be a Day
UCF students or their alumni. This of Reckoning. A day when we could
university has yet to establish a tradi- all look back and see how far we have
tion that draws the community really come in so few years. Since
together, much less its student body. most students spend only about four
Webster's defines "tradition" as an years here, we rarely see the progress
"inherited, established, or customary . that we have made-or have not
pattern of thought, action, or made. Our Day of Reckoning could be
behavior."
a day when we reevaluate our goals
There are many things established · and set priorities for change in the
at UCF. Parking is a problem. So is future.
registration. The students are
Establishing such a meaningful
apathetic and disillusioned.
tradition could benefit the university
Customary patterns of thought are far more than any of the traditions
easy to identify as well. It is already established. We have left the
customary to believe that Student . ·quiet home of our first beginning.
Government is ineffective and that People should demand more from
the administration is unsympathetic UCF. It has yet to scratch the surface
to students' needs. Customary pat- of its undiscovered ends. And we
terns of behavior are obvious. The have a very long way to go to
typical UCF student commutes to establish all the good things that this
school, attends his or her classes, and university can be.
returns home.
These are just a few of the many Editor's Note:
traditions which the University of
Central Florida has established. No
This editorial is dedicated to my
one is responsible, . yet everyone is dad, a graduate of a UCF master's
responsible. Students at this universi- program, who was so dissatisfied
ty, as a rule, sit around and wait for with tradition at UCF that he sent his
things to happen, and complain about son there with the hopes that he
them when they do. It's a fact that might establish one.

College Press Service

~kK-

Begging for ideas; some happy birthday wishes
The Kiosk lives: It's almost done. The fence that
holds the carpenters in has been removed and the
grass jungle has been tamed. Before long (how daring I am) the famed Student Government Kiosk
will be fully operational.
You know, it's not a bad looking building. Of
course, it would have to be a masterpiece to make
up for all the delays. Ah, but let's put that in the
past where it belongs and move on to other things.
No letters: Yes, its true. I didn't manage to prompt any nasty letters this week. For those of you
who live to see me lambasted, I'm sorry, that's how
it goes sometimes.
Nothing going on: Boy, am I having a time with
this one. I have very little to complain about and
almost nothing to compliment. Now I'm sure
there's plenty going on out there, but I'm stuck in a
news office all day. If you know of good or bad

ever noticed that when something on your car goes
bad, everything else tends to follow suit? Is there
some law of nature that says one part os an
automoble can't break without taking others with
it?
Maybe someone in engineering can come up with
a logical (or otherwise, for that matter) explanation
for this phenomenon. Besides, I need some. letters.
that's happening, let me know. Both deserved to be By the way, if you insult me, your letter is.more
brought to the attention of UCF's students.
likely to get printed. My editor loves that sort of
If you have an idea, send it to the same address
thing.
as "letters to the editor," but use my name (at the
Happy birthday: I'd like to say "Happy Birthtop of the column) instead. If it's lengthy, come on day" to an old friend of mine. Carl Colton is his
in to the editorial office or drop me a line at name and since he's from a small town, he's never
275-2601. .
had his name in a newspaper. You can see Carl at
Soi;ne serious stuff: I've been having a problem every football game at halftime. He's a tuba player
that many of you have probably encountered, since _ in the marching band and you can spot him by his
UCF is basically a commuter campus. Have you most distinguishing mark ... he's tall.

for action
We must face up to the reality that
covert war is a fact of life in the Third
World. If every shipment of arms to
an anti-communist government or
group requires a full-blown congressional investigation, the arms will
never leave the dock, and our friends
will come up empty-handed. The
Soviets and their surrogates, meanwhile, will fight harder and win faster
in country after country, just as they
did during the late 1970s.
The outsretched hand of diplomacy
will have a very weak grip unless a

president holds the scepter o~ credible
military power in his other hand. The
pace and the nature of even ts. in the
modern world .make it more important that ever for a president to have
the at>ili ty to make expeditious use of

. tha full range of our military and intelligence forces when the situation
calls for it. He cannot wait on the 435
members of Congree to make these
quick, tough decisions for him.
Events will not wait for us to respond.
As Charles De Gaulle observed
shortly before his death, members of
parliaments can paralyze policy; they
cannot initiate it. Congressional
leadership means leadership by consensus, and consensus leadership is
no leadership. By the time a consen-

sus has tormuu, t-he Lime Lu acL has
passed. Congress is a deliberative
body; its wheels grind slowly, often
maddeningly so. A president,
however, must look, think, and then
act ~ecisively.
The War Powers Act ·and the other
.measures that limit a president's
latitude are lingering symptoms of
the Vietnam syndrome, manifestations of the fear of our own strength
that swept America following our·
failure in Indochina.

•
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D Praise for columnist

D University bad too

Editor:

Editor:

In recent weeks, I have watched as editorialist
Don Wittekind has been repeatedly slammed for
speaking his opinions, many of which I agree with.
In fact, I'd bet that there are a lot of students
who agree with Mr. Wittekind, but, as in my case,
don't write in. Generally I won't speak my opinion
just to agree with someone. I have to ~e angered
first.
Because this seems to be a trend, it would appear
that no one agrees with Mr. Wittekind, save one
letter to date. I think that this is a blurred picture
of public opinion as many students I have talked
with sympathize with Mr. Wittekind, but have not,
therefore, felt compelled to write in.
Yes, Mr. Wittekind, I have been angered, but not
by you. Keep it up, the students need someone who
is not afraid to discuss touchy subjects and attack
the big guys.

With all the screaming about the problems with
Alafaya Trail, it seems like University Boulevard
has been ignored. That road is a mess and has been
since I began attending school here. Why can't The
Central Florida Future find out who the hell is
responsible for that?
Many students use University, as many as
Alafaya. They are beginning to make the improvements but at the sake of everybody's suspension systems. I don't think my car will last the
year. Even an off-road vehicle would have a tough
time. So before I hear any more about Alafaya, let's
get some action on University. I know that the
Future got some results along Alafaya. Now's your
chance to help the rest of us.

Adam Davis
Engin:eering

D Reagan ac.t ion .. wrong

President Reagan's message may well have been
loud and clear, but it sends the same message to the
Palestinians that they've been hearing for forty
years.
Justice serves best those who serve themselves.
Fred Murphy
Liberal Studies

Laura Belledavio
Education

D Don't rain on parade
Editor:

Letters to the editor must be typed and must include the author's signature, major and phone .
number. All letters are subject to editing and
become the copyrighted property of The Central
Florida Future. If cause is shown, author's name
may be withheld upon request. Opinions expressed
are those of the editor or: writer and not necessarily
those of the university administration.

I have a complaint, and trivial as it is, I just get
ticked off because it always seems to happen to me.
Why is it that the UCF grounds crew feels compelled to turn on the sprinklers during busy times of
the day? .

Editor:
The Reagan Administration's move against the
accused terrorists, and accused is the key word
here, was totally out of line. Taking justice i-nto our
own hands was wrong.

•

According to Egypt's President Mubarak, the
Palestinians were prepared to prosecute the accused hijackers of the Achille Lauro. It's likely that
justice would have been done, as far as the Palestinians are concerned. The Palestinian people have
been dealt with unjustly since their homeland was
·taken away from them after World War II. They've
never had a fair shake, so why should they expect
to get it from anyone else.

It never fails. On a Wednesday during class
breaks I invariably spend my walk from the portables to the cafeteria dodging sprinklers. I'm sure
the grass needs watering, but why can't it be done
at night when nobody's here. Surely the grass
won't mind.

Letter Polley

Call me crazy, but I don't like breaking out my
umbrella on a clear, sunny day.
I hope something can be done to correct this.
Carlos Vanderbilt
Undeclared major

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
FRATERNITY •

AND

· Letters to the editor must be typed and Include the author's sjgnoture, major
and phone number. All letters ore subject to editing and become the
copyrighted property of The Central Florida Future. If just cause Is shown, the
writer's name will be withheld upon request.

Mall Subscription's
Subscriptions by mall are available to readers at a cost of six dollars per
semester, or S13 per school year. For more lnformatjon call (305) 275-2865.
The Central Florida Future Is a free, non-profit weekly newspaper published 36
times during the academic year. The Central Florida Future serves the University of Central Florida, Orange, Seminole, Brevard, and Volusia Counties.
The newspaper is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association and, College Press Service.
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Jim Taylor Corporation

I\ GOOD TIME EMPORIUM

"'~

11636 E. Hwy. 50
273·4397

SURFIN' SAFARI

Live in concert, "SAPPHIRE," winners of the
STROH'S/Y 106 talent search. Saturday, October
26 after the game at the SAE House.

SA

E

Your annual· check-up with the
doctor is with us at the_SAE's
4th annual "Let's Play Doc~or Party"
at the S.C.A. on· November 2, 1985
at 8:30

Also, be sure and remember to
break open your piggy-banks for
the ADPi "Penny Drop" starting
November 4, 1985 and la$ting
through .the week.

Chevy Chevette 1979 automatic
air am fm stereo cassette runs excellent 1695 or best offer Call
x2458 or 282-5684
Pl BETA PHI
Pl BETA PHI, Airforce, ROTC, and the
UCF Knights-the winning combination for Homecoming '85!!!
Hey Lambda Chis, get psyced for
our Halloween service project!!!!!!!
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
Those wishing to compete for the
title of Ms. Black and Gold please
call Darryl Harris at 275-0379, or
see any of the brothers. Also don't
miss our annual .Masquerade Ball.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Keep up the good work on the
float PIKES and TRI DELTS as we are
sure to win. PIKES be sure to buy
your tickets for you and your date
for the Pike train this Sat. Night. Includes trans., open bars, and
·hors' duerves.
PREPROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
SOCIETY
There will not be a meeting on Oct
25 because of Homecoming
Week. The blood drive will be held
Nov. 12 and 13th next to the Administration bldg.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Hey TEKES don't forget float
building all this week. Wed. sar:idcastle building, and games. TKE
pregame party and postgame
party at the quad.

Hey PIKES AND TRI DELTS keep
up the great work on the float, we
are all ~et tor a super
homecoming-DDD's great job on
the skit!! Don't forget half-time
project-Thanks to Karen D. for all
her hard work this week--Love
ya'll-- the Tri Delta pledges.
INDEPENDENT white-French speaking male desires to meet a lady
with same interest-ambitions-slim
20-30 tor sharing joys of life and
daring to meet someone special
in a different usual way write, PO .
box 1269 Alt Sprinas Fl 32715
·
Adoption option; Happily married
couple actively seeking to adopt
white infant. Answer our prayers,
we'll provide loving secure home,
Expenses paid. Legal and confident i a I Call collect( 305)
725-4376
.

Furnished room-Laundry, Kitchen,
family roo!Tl priveledges. 5185.00
monthly Call 678-7313
l bedroom l bath home for rent
off Golden Rod $450 plus security
Call 876-2018 Ask for Doug
UCF Martin area, townhouse lg,2
and 3 brm-children and students
welcome-pool and jacqzzi: PH
281-6393
Furnished apt. All util paid, Call
282-2440
Two brm house asking $300 plus
util-- one brm eff- $150 plus 'util
location 434 and 17-92 Ca.II
305-321-3259

To the sneaky thief that stole my
yellow bike bag 10-14-85 near
booksstore l'M dying of AIDS, praying you will too, thief .
Coco ownerst interested in users
group and/or information exchange contact Robert 273-8228
Are yo11 overly·sympathetic?
Join the newly founded UCF
chapter of the National Society for
the Liberation of Homeless Gay
Lebanese Whales in Tuscon. Call
275-2651 for details.

Kawasaki LTD 1000198010500
mi. always garaged, excellent
cond. backrest, eng guards, hiway pegs, luggage rack, orig
owner. Asking 51500. Call Bob
days-843-0400, evens and
weekends 321-3727
Chevy Monza '79 5-speed
87000miles 600.00 obo
282-7450
Men's l O speed bike good condition asking $6..0 ph 677-4477 after
5pm
Potted plant sale ... $2.50 for most
plants Call Laurie after 6:00pm

·looking for female to share 4/2
patio wet bar and pool
250.00/month plus utilities
65 7-8119 Denise
Wanted roommate to share large
4 bdrm 2 bath house near UCF. I'll
pay util. 550/wk 282-4944

For. Sale sofa in good shape ($35),
full size mattress ($20) plus a few
other things Call 275-7640 or
422-0711
1985 MBS all-terrain bicycle. 15
speed with secure horseshoe lock.
New price $250, sell for $190 Call
Michael now, 282-6058

!UNBELIEVABLE!
3/2 5200. MONTH plus 1/3 util. You
get a pvt/room and two super
roommates. Completely furnished
except your bedroom. Call Susan
273-2148
Non-smoking, ~et;--pfo-female-"
seeks same to shai:e 2/2 condo at
the Club on Chickasaw tr. Ten
minutes to UCF. Washer and dryer,
pool, avail Nov 1. $250 plus l /2 util.
Call M~lanie at 423-0684, Mon-Fri,
9-5
Roommate-Female, nonsmoker,
neat, quiet, responsible, for 3
bedroom, NICE! Microwave,
washer-dry.er Call Karen, 677-4542
Female roommate wanted to
share 3 bedroom 2 bath fully furnished condo $185.00 month
and share util. Call Brenda at
282-7689 or 855-3655 (after 6 pm)
Female roommate needed to
share 2 bedroom 2 bath furnished
condo with washer and dryer.
Close to 436 and East-West. Call
277-4130
.

' Rm and brd xchange for childcare
15 min from campus for details
365-4625

510-$360 weekly/up mailing circulars! NO quotas! Sincerely interested rush self addresed
evelope: Success, PO Box 47oceg,
Woodstock, IL 60098.

HP-4 lcx handheld computer w/
card reader, circ. anal., math and
ext. memory pacs, charger and
manuals $350 678-0803
1974 AMC Matador 4-door PS, PB,
AT new tires excellent condition.
$700 obo call Carl c/o Doug at
677-5653
Tuskawilla country clu.b area. For
rent. Student to share large 4
bdrm housew/pool 5300 per
month. Immediate occupancy.
Call for details. 422-5814 or
678-6000
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U
repair). Also dellnquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for Information.

Need a Job? One that pays S5/hr.
and
is located near UCF, job requiring
no exp with a casual off. environment pos open for evening hrs call
Rick at 678-8088
National College Ma°rketing Co.
seeks indiv. or campus group to
work part time assisting students in
applying for credit cards. Flexible
hours excellent income full training. Meet students and have fun.
Call Kim-1-800-592-2121

Typing in my o'range county home
l O yrs experience Sherry
656-5455
Typing and secretarial service~ in
my home - .reasonable rates pick
up and delivery Call Ruth
Richards.
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat, satisfaction, assured by
experienced
professional.
678-0241
TYPING
ACCURATE
FAST
REASONABLE Call 657-9015 or
657-9073
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Fast-accurate-dependablereasonable rates. In my hom.e. No
project too large or tgo small. If
machine · answers - leave
message--331-1949
Total Secretarial Services. Term'
papers~ resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
tees. 657-0705.
WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

Now hiring full and part time at
new Taco Bell in Casselberry Apply
within 1-5pm Mo~-Fri 1410
Semoran Blvd.
Sales people wanted-no experience required to sell a nationally distributed pmduct with
repeat sales. We train/parttime
earnings from S300-S600 is
realistic. Join our team 236-4377.
Gymnastics coach part time must
be experienced and enthusiastic
Call Tumblebet:>~ 862-2337

Free to good home-kittens 5 months old. Good indoor cats. Well
behaved-litter box trained. Call
Pam after 5pm 282-4885
Anyone and Everyone
I have come that you might have
life and have it more abundantly
Jesus Christ

1970 VW Bug orange/rebuilt
engine good tires/re-upholstered
seats good running cond/am-fm
pioneer cassette asking 51600
Call 365-97 64

· Earn hundreds weekly being a
remail agent! Information, send
self addressed envelope to
Ladipo 410 Dewey St. apt llOc,
Tallahasse, Fl.

Jan's fliping service. Will type term
papers and correct grammer,
Sl .00 per pag1e. Phone
293-0087
Federal, state, and civil service
jobs now available in your area for
more information call(602)
837-3401 dept 1197 _
GOVERNMENT .JOBS. $15,009
$50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.
Earn Money on your own time--15
percent selling the famous Claddagh sterling silver and/or gold
friendship rings imported from
Ireland-sell when and where you
want- contact Claddagh--6605
Mid Place, Temple Terrace, Fl
33617, (813) 985-1100

THE BEST OF RATES·
Quallty Work
FREE TITLE PAGE
and ~PQRT COVER.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professlonal typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multl-prlnt sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.

788·9097
NEED ANYTHING TYPED& Call Jean
at 628-2608 and she will do it very
resonable

Carpool: melb -Palm Bay; on campus MWF l 0:00-4:50 Call Pam
727-2998
TUTOR-Biological
sciences,
algebra , calculu~, statistics,
reading, accounting I, some
Spanish spoken, Call 851-3708
9tter 6pm weekdays.
Customized calligraphy by Patty
reasonable rates tor posters, wedding invitations, christmas cards,
gifts, nametags, etc. Call
275-4241!

. ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROuS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of ColonlOl off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
S5 off with this ad
Ensure perfection of your written
work-copyediting, proofreading,
criticism, typing. 834-1388
Word Processing
Add a professional touch to your
reports, resumes, letters, etc. Gene
Rally, Sl.50 per pg.Letter Perfect

Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis. Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. l Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-6874.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
IBM equipment fast, accurate.
One mile from UCF. All work
guaranteed term papers and
resumes, etc. open 7 days 9-9 Call
658-0306
Qualified typing services
Call 677-8352

..

695·0004
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
'700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921 .

•
•

•

678-7037.
EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term paj:>ers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

•

•
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
BIRTH CONTROL

1!oC

Ji<B,,

r

f{)J.

.

•

C::lrmc

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

•

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

•

TOLL FREE 800:432-5249

Your neighborhood typing service
reports, term papers, letters,
resumes designed. Work done on
IBM word proc. equip conveniently located on Afafaya Tr. Call
282-5838

•
•

~?A new herbal product called "Study
luddy" might replace caffeine pills
and other undesirable stimulants used
by college students. Many periods of
study. The product i.s especially helpful
when activity requires mental clarity, in· _
creased attention spans, alertness,
retention, concentration and sustained
levels of physical and mental energy.
What makes Study Buddy so thrilling
and unique is its ability to produce jit·
tery feelings, shaky after effects,
depression or loss of sleep.

STUDY BUD.DY
A

The product is a blend of three im·
ported Chinese herbs and two ·
American grown herbs. All of the ingre·
dients have been used safely for hundreds of yec;us.

student's
Best
Friend

Studdy Buddy is available at most
health food stores and on college
campuses. Students wishing to sell
Study Buddy may do so by calling Jerry
at 644-0836, after 7:OOp.m.

•
•

•

Soccer teams 5·0 last week
Knights send home
Irish and Quakers

Lady Knights winthre0 in tourney

by Kathy Johnson

by Chris Richcreek

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
'

The UCF soccer team crushed two
powerhouse teams this week, soundly
defeating Notre Dame 6-1 and Pennsylvania

The Lady Knights' soccer team were not
nice hosts at the UCF women's soccer tournament this past weekend.
In fact, the Lady Knights dominated tye
tournament, outscoring their opponents 15-0,
' including a 6-0 whitewashing of Barry
University on Sunday for the championship.
The Lady Knights managed to place three
members on the All-Tournament team, including the tournament's most valuable
player, senior 'Laura Dryden. Other members
on the tourney team included Chris Kessler
and Liza Gozley of UCF; Colette Girard,
Traci Shields and Anna Perez of Barry;
Amanda Keene, Julie Orlowski and Kelly
La-sh'er of Florida International University;
Sabina Ueblacker of St. Thomas and Deborah

2-1.

UCF's record now jumps to 7-2 on the
season, good enough to rank the Knights in
the top ten in the south.
UCF took on the Irish Sunday night at
Bishop Moore High School in front 600 fans.
Initially, the game appeared to be a close,
even, match-up. Notre Dame scored their only goal of the game 12:13 minutes into the
match.
Joe Sternberg, forward for the Irish, scored
from an assist from John Guignon and David
Miles. Notre dame managed to only get nin~
sho.t s on the goal, while UCF racked up 22.

Lori Forber/Central Florido Future

SEE SOCCER, PAGE 18

Stephanie Gabbart drives the ball downfield against St.
Thomas. The Lady Knights won the match 8-0.

SEE LADIES, PAGE 19

Knights try to end streak at homecoming
Lumberjacks: no homecoming patsy
529 yards and six touchdowns, while Noble is
just behind with 26 catches for 437 yards and
by Scott Wallin
seven touchdowns.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Quarterback Todd Whitten airs up the
passes to these ~peedsters, completing 96 of
UCF will try and improve their Homecoming 189 pases for 1,399 yards and 14 touchdowns.
record of 2-2 against Stephen F. Austin State
The.ground game is led by Andrew Ray with
University Saturday night at Orlando 448 yards on 80 carries.
Stadium.
.
UCF is coming off their fourth straight loss,
Stephen F. Austin (5-1) is the third team that despite 01;1e of their finest efforts of the season
UCF has faced who are members of the Gulf in last week's loss to EKU. ·
Star Conference. Earlier season opponents inOpposing offenses have been running at will
clude Southeastern Louisiana who the Knights against the Knights, with EKU gaining 341
defeated 27-21, and Southwest Texas State yards last week.
who dropped UCF 48-12.
The Lumberjacks, ranked 16th nationally
among Division I-AA schools, are coached by
Jim Hess in his fourth year at SF A. His eleven
year coaching career stands at 85-35-4 for a
winning percentage of .702.
Wide receiver James Noble (6' O" 202 lb.
senior) is a two-time NCAA Division II All
Running back Elgin Davis, UCF's leading
American and a three-time all conference canrusher with a 5.9 average and 296 yards, left
didate for the Lumberjacks.
Floyd Dixon pairs up· with Noble to present the EKU game early with a knee injury. He is
the Knights with a deadly pass attack. Dixon, expected to see a doctor this week to determine
a member of Stephen F. Austin's champion- the extent of damage.
Tim Borto/Cenlrq} Florido Future
''The best segment of our offense is the runnship indoor track team, has been clocked at
ing
backs,
but
with
Elgin
hurt
it
weakens
that
Ted
Wilson
brings
in
a
reception
against
the Colonels last
10.6 seconds in the 100 meter run.
spot,''
McDowell
added.
week.Dixon leads the team with 27 receptions for

·oMECOMING

-983---

UCF .errors made Jhe ·colonel's job easy
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Pam Glmson/Central Florido Futrure

Aaron Sam found that the Colonels. defense wasn't
going to hand out yardage to the Knights' rushing attack.

Had it not been for their own
mistakes resulting in blown
scoring oppurtunities, UCF
could have upset visiting
Eastern Ke~tucky instead of
dropping their fourth straight
game 28-21 before 8,233 fans.
UCF knotted the game at 21,
a 20-yard field goal by kicker Ed
O'Brien with 5:41 left to ·play.
EKU returned the score seven
plays later on a 16 yard run by
James Crawford (14 for 130) to
give the Colonels a 28-21 lead.
With 3:54 before the· conclusion, UCF had the hall at their
own 20. Freshman quarterback
Kevin Helms (6 of 16 for 63

yards) moved the Knights to the Whitaker (3 of 7 for 27 yards)
EKU 38 yard-line for a first Rnuck one in from four yards.
down.
Knight coach Gene McDowell
However, three EKU sacks said he has partially solved
for a loss of 25 yards put a some defensive problems that
damper on any hope for a have plagued UCF in past
Knight comeback.
games. This was the second
In the first half, .O'Brien miss- . fewest amount of points given
ed field goals of 54 and 36 yards, · up by a Knight defense in all six
·
and tight end Brian Glasford games so far~
dropped two consecutive
Much of UCF's good showing
touchdown passes that could in this game can be credited to
have given UCF a boosting the amount of time the offense
halftime lead.
. kept the ball, totalling 35:59.
On their first drive after
In doing so, UCF set a school
halftime, UCF marched 74 record for most first downs in a
yards on 11 plays, resulting in game with 33.
an Aaron Sam touchdown run of
Ted Wilson led all receivers
one yard to give the Knights ·a with 7 catches for 80 yards,
10-7 lead.
moving him into second place on
BKU regained the lead when UCF's all time receiving leaders
Colonel quarterback Mike w:ith 63.

.
•.

•

Distributed by

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F.
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Paul Kadanec, 282-9442 or 851-7100
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UCF ski team fini.shes 2nd at.nationals
by Shannon Mclin
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The UCF Water Ski Team placed second in the
1985 Intercollegiate National Water Ski Cham·
pionships held Oct. 12 and 13, in Auburn, Ala.
Although both the men's and women's teams
turned in their best performances ever, it was not
enough to capture the national title.
This year's competition remained close to the
very end. Even with the slalom and trick events
completed, the winner could not be predicted until
the last jump-of the tournament.
For the first time in UCF's history, the men's
team captured the national trick title. Top per·
formers were Jeff Garner, who took fifth with a run

of 2500 points, his brother, Kent, who placed ninth
with a run of 2270, and Greg Weston, placing
seventh with a run of 2300 points.
In slalom, the men placed third behind Northeast
Louisianna University and California State Univer·
sity at Sacramento. Top UCF performances were
Kent Garner's second place finish of two at 35 feet
off and Ron Thompson's fifth place finish of three
and one-half at 32 feet off.
The jumping event was highlighted by Thompson's jump of 143 feet. His performance not only
took 2nd in the nation, but also broke his previous
UCF record of 137 feet.
The men's team captured third place overall for
their cumulative point total of all three events. This
was an all time best for the team in national com-

petition.
The women's team placed second in all three
events, easily clinching the second place overall title.
Jennifer Leachman won the slalom event with a
score of four and one-half at 32 feet off. Other top
performances were Kerri Lasey's fifth place finish
.of three at 28 fet off and Shannon McLin's tenth
place finish of two and one-half at 22 feet off.
In the trick event Leachman scored 2340 points
for second, Julie Zeisler finished fifth with 2000
points and McLin finished ninth with 1290.
In jumping Leachman was again UCF' s top per·
former with a fourth place finish of 105 feet Other
top performers were Zeisler, who placed ninth with
85 feet and McLin who placed 12th with 83 feet.

FOR A GOOD CLASSIFIED AD CALL KATHY AT 275-2865 ·oR STOP BY
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-Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Meeting FDA and UL Requiremen~s

EXP. 11 /13/85

L----------------FREE TANNING
SESSION·

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial, Suite lf3
East of E W . Expwy. & W. OF ALAFAYA

282-6042
MON.-FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A.M.-SP.M.

.
1

(With This Coupon)

ffi
rn
Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup

~

(New Customers Only)

-------...------...-.--...---------------------------------------------·
CLOSED SUNDAY

DANCING!

DANCING!

WELL

EXP. 11 /1~/85

t>

0
Oo

WELL

BRANDS

BRANDS

3 FOR l _
9·11PM

2FoR1
11·?

ACROSS FROM FASHION SQUARE
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SOCCER

he scored from an assist from
Ian Gill. Goodman scored
fROM PAGE 13
50:38 into the game from
eight yards out from the
Scott Tassone started the · center.
Pushing the UCF lead· to
UCF rally by scoring 34:23
ninutes into the game, which 4-1, midfieldman David Hunt
tied the score 1-1. Tassone scored from 15 yards after h~
got the Knights rolling with a received from Shawn Sprung.
near post header from David This goal came early in the seHunt.
·
cond half and contiuned to
Twelve seconds later, keep the Knights motivated.
In other action this
"Super Sub" Paul Innerarity
lifted the Knights to 2-1. In- weekend, UCF managed to
nerari ty striped an Irish defeat Pennsylvania Friday
defender of the ball and ham- night on the baseball field.
the. Knights took an early
mered a 22 yard goal.
Notre Dame stopper, Jock lead when forward Mark
Mutschler said, ''UCF has a Lamb assisted Freshamn
lot of speed, especially In- Shawn Sprung for the first
.n eriaty and Goodman, they goal fo the game. Sprung
were hard to keep marked." . receive.d the ball on the right
Senior Todd Goodman }!ept side and kicked it in from
the Knight streak going when about five yards out.

Pennsylvania bounced back
with a goal ten minutes later.
Forward Stephan Saunder
received the ball from teammate Ohris Paggi and scored
from seven yards on the left
side.
"I felt we played a fair
game,'' Sanders commented,
"but after UCF scored these.cond goal, we just could'nt
bounce back."
With an assist from Todd
Goodman, David Hunt
scored the game ·winning
goal. Hunt received control of
the ball from 20 yards out
and hit the goal from the
right center.
The Knights will be playing
in Tampa this weekend, Friday and Saturday night.
They will be facing Wicsonson and West Vir~nia.
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Why be careful with fire
in the forest? .·
Pick a reasori.

Daylily

Arrowheads

Bluebells

Columbine

WHIPLASH

2001 flavors available ...
and still more to be concocted!
We feature deliciously crisp
handmade cones
Central Florida's Complete
Ice Cream Store!

CAN BE .DANGEROUS!

Create your own flavor
Have an Ice Dream
Tonight
657·8700
The only 99 Percent
Fat-Free Yogurt in
Florida

4084 N. Goldenrod - next to
University Cinema 8

REAR-ENP
COLLISION

ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIRO-PRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES

LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
500 E. HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD

THE FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH OF OVIEDO

ir:---;;.~~~~~~~:~~E;~~~~~~~~~u
iir
3 3 1. 5 0 5 0
\

Metro· Orlando's Oldest Baptist Church
Fresh! Alive! Exciting! Bible-Centered!
Evangelistic! A Church on the Grow!
Anchored to the rock, and planning for the future!
College • CarMr 8tble Stvcty 9:45 1.m.

Call IOI time• ot:

Morning Worahlp 8:30 A 11:00 a.m.

W9dnndiJ Pni,.r MNllng A Choirs

W1rm E'9ftlng WonNp ~ 7:00 p.m.
Churdl TqlnlnQ a.1111 p.m.

lllltrumlnlll &!Mmbll Wedneldey 1.1111 p.m.
~ Df UCF laptlat Cempue Mlnlatry

UCF STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TIMES
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365-3484

n;, ce<Hllcale entll"" "'oo• oew pattern.-· to o comptlmonlooy

spinal examination (usual fee for.this service: 540.00)
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Office Hours
Monday· Friday: 8am. 6pm
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DENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A.
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THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAV, CANCEL PAYMENT,
TO BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVER_TISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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BIANCHI

e

LOTUS

e

DIAMONDBACK e FOGUS

5% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS
ON ALL ACCESSORIES
WE CATER TO AND SERVICE THE BEGINNER
TRIATHLETE AND LICENSED RIDER
CUSTOM WHEELS ARE OUR SPECIALITY
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G~c/inv·
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THE FIT KIT

CR U7;~: Jf~~~:~~r~~~ :~A;:BER
$30 to $40 OFF w1TH TH1s Ao .

TOWNSHIP PLAZA 960 W. S.R. 434 • LONGWOOD - NEXT TO PICK-AND-SAVE
OPEN: Mon. - Thur. 10-8 • Fri. & Sat. 10-6 339-5404

•
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Pigskin
Picks

UCF vs. S.F. Austin
UF vs. Virginia Tech.
FSU vs_. N.Carolina
Miami vs. N.lllinois

Last week, the results were much
closer to what they should have
been with the sports editor in first
and the art director last. This
week's picker is news editor Tim
Ball.
Last weeks' results:
Morgan Phillips 7-1
Mike Rhodes 6-2
Don Wittekind 5-3
Jeff Glick 5-3

DW

MP

UCF, 35-31
UF, 35-14
FSU, 27-7
Miami, 44-14

UCF, 24-21
UF, 35-14
FSU, 17-14
Miami, 35-6

SFA, 31-28
UF, 42-17
FSU, 27-21
Miami, 41-13

UCF, 31-28
UF,21-14
FSU, 35-14
Miami, 39-1 O -.

NFL
Pats, 31-27
Bucs vs. Patriots
Bucs, 24-17
Pats," 17-16
Bucs, 10-7
Dolphins vs. Lions
Dolphins, 31-24 Dolphins, 35-31 Lions, 38-28 Dolphins, 28-21
Rams vs. 49ers
Rams, 23-16
49ers, 21-14
49ers, 14-12
Rams, 28~10
Raiders vs. Chargers Raiders, 20-7 Raiders, 21-17 Raiders, 31-27 Raiders, 31-21

FROM PAGE 15

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z·Hills

* Accelerated Free Fall

•

*

TB

MR

Instruction
Static Line Program
Tandem Jumping

*

* Best Facilities in Florida

All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Kn.own Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
Call or Write for our Brochure

Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P. 0. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813)788-5591

Adams of Mercer University.
Dryden said of the MVP
award, "The game meant a
lot, because I am a senior. We
took all the stuff throughout
the season and we put it
together in this game. That
was soccer."
It was soccer indeed.-From
beginning to end, the Lady
Knights showed why they
were ranked with the top
twenty teams in the nation
for most of the season. Vicki
Hoekstra started off the scoring when she took a feed from
JoEllen Murchland and kicked one home.
Then, after a hand call on
Barry near the goal, Jean
Varas put the penalty kick
past the Barry goalie for a 2-0
lead.
Hoekstra nailed down her
second goal of the game when
she scored off an assist from
Dryden for a 3-0 lead. Dryden

illustrated why she was named MVP by turning around
and scoring a goal of her own
when Kriss Hipp fed her for
the score.
In the second half, JoEllen
Murchland scored on a penalty kick, and Sue Mortberg
rounded out the...scoring when
she sent home a goal with an
assist from Dryden for the
6-0 final score.
Just as impressive as the
scoring, however, was the
defensive job that Hoekstra
did on Barry's top scorer, Anna Perez. Hoekstra was like
Perez's shadow, following her
everywhere, keeping her
away from the ball, and doing
a muscle job on her when
Perez was lucky enough to
get to the ball. Offensively
and defensively, Hoekstra
did the job against Barry.
UCF opened the tournament Saturday morning
against St. Thomas. For the
second time this year, UCF
crushed St. Thomas, this
time by a score of 8-0.

Women's
Volleyball

vs

South Florida
October 29
7:00 p.m.
HOME
I
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.Where have
all
these
UCF
grads
gone?

Casa
· Park ·
~~ Villas

~liisc;1\\'ill;

•

A11
featllres
listed
below
included
GENUINE TILE ROOFS
17 FT REFRGERATOR
DISH WASHER
WASHING MACHINE
CLOTHES DRYER
GARBAGE DISPOSAL
PATIOS & PRIVACY FENCING
SPRINKLER SYSTEM
CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS
INSULATED GLASS WINDOWS
2 CEILING FANS (INSTALLED)
MINI BLINDS
MARBLE TILE ENTRYWAY
GOURMET KITCHEN CABINETS
(MICA EUROPEAN STYLED)
WALL TO WALL CARPET
CENTRAL HEATING
CENTRAL AIRCONDITIONING
CABLE T.V. WIRED
FULLY INSULATED
ONE YEAR WARRANTY
OUTSIDE STORAGE ROOMS
WOODEN BI-FOLD DOOR

.
'
Casa Park home owner
George McG luda
UCF Football

$250
will go
to the UCF
Athletic
Department
for each
home.
purchase

FROM
THE
MID
.

·365-7000

.

$50's

Home purchase includes full
membership in Tuscawilla
Country Club for 1 year.
Give Us A Call

•

$423
Per Month
Based on $56,500 on select units only: owner oc·
cupied. Based on $2,900 down payment mortgage
amount $53,600 30 year assumable A.R.M. tied to
one year. T·bill 2% annual cap on interest, not to
exceed 15.5% over life loan.

•

Opportunity of a lifetime.
I know of no place ii:t Central ·Florida where a
person has the opportunity to buy in a $159,000
area for only $56,500. This is. truely an outstanding value. Casa Park Villas in Tuscawilla offers
the Country Club atmosphere that is convenient
to the University of Central Florida, Martin
Marietta and Westinghouse.
A chance to advance the quality of your lifestyle.
Michael 0 'Shaughnessy
Realtor/Broker salesman
Class of '81
Baseball and Football

I· ......---4-19_ _.....
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Casa Park Villas
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Trotwood

•
UCF

(pictured above left Lo right) Pat Cucci (wrcslling c:oach).
Lori , irota, Mitch irota (strength coach), Bill !lay
(football '79), Mrs. Cucci, Scott Ryerson (football),
Becky WhiLe Miller, Pick Miller (trainer), Warren Picket
·
(hasehall).
Mr. and Mrs. Pick Miller.
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BIKEWISER

~ CYCLES

.• SALES, TRADE a· SERVICE •
•NEW & USED•
LOCATED ON UCF CAMPUS
. NEXT TO BOOKSTORE
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Volleyball
finishes 1·2
over week
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The volleyball team took
one out of three matches for
the week, defeating Florida A
& M but losing to Florida
State and Rollins.
UCF's record for the year
now is 10-17.
The Lady Knights first
traveled tO Tallahassee,
where they played FAMU
and FSU. The team defeated
the Rattlers 15-6 in the opening game, lost the second
game 15-11, and won the next
two games 15-10, and 15-11.
Lyn King the volleyball
coach said of her team's performance, ''Their gym
(F AMU) was extremely hot,
or we would have beaten
them in three straight.'' King
further added, "They (UCF)
didn't play at their best, but
they did play well enough to
win the match."
UCF then played FSU and
lost in three straight games
15-lQ, 15-9, and 15-4. King
said, "That was the best
match we've played against
FSU in the last three years.
Our offense was on, our
defense was on, and the team
gave 100 percent the whole
time. FSU won simply
because they were the better
. team, and considering the
fact that FSU is typically a
top 20 division one team,

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

Candi Cairnes returns this shot against the Rollins Lady Tars.
Rollins won the match 15-13, l 0-15, 15-3, and 16-14.
.that says a lot."
The third match UCF
played was against Rollins.
The L!idY Tars .defeated the
Lady Knights earlier in the
year on two different occasions both of which UCF,
after taking the opening
game, fell by losing the next
three.
In the first game, UCF lost
15-13 allowing Rollins to
score the next four points
after a time-out was called.
The Lady Knights held on in
the next game though, scoring the last four points after
a time-out was called once

again to win 15-10. In the
third match, UCF lost 15-3,
and in the fourth they lost
16-14 after once holding a
12-3 lead in the game.
King _said, "We self
destructed out there.
Everything was lousy: we
were slow on our feet; we had
a total breakdown.
"We go in spurts. We don't
give all of ourselves all the
time, and if a team wants to
win they have to give it all
they got point one through
15.
The Lady Knight's next
match is tonight in Tampa .

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH
Pressure wash with soap, bubble brush & wax
6 bays avail, For cars, trucks, boats & motor homes

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY-

.g
. 0

~

~ ·. E. COLONIAL

The UCF Biology Club will sponsor a Halloween costume party on October
_27, 1985, 4:00 pm at the Century 21 Apartments, Bldg. #10, Apt. 397. Member·
ship not required, prospective members are encouraged. A donation of a
couple of dollars to help pay for the BarBQue chicken, beer and other foods.
For more information and to confirm attendance, contact Doug Kutz at
678-3967.

~
:5

I.I..

•
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TO COCOA

11470 E. COLONIAL DR.
(next to the Univ. Drive·in)

CHRISTIAN STUDENT .FELLOWSHIP
Biology Club Survey: UVRAP

3676 ALAFAYA TR.
ORLANDO, FL 32826 .

· The biology club is starting a program to enable undergraduate student
participation in Bio~ogical Research. The Undergraduate Volunteer
Research Assistance Program will allow students to gain practical experience in research doing work in the field, Lab, Library and plant and
animal collections. The program is open to Biology Club members only.
Anybody interested can fill out this survey form and drop it off in the Biology
Club box at the Biological Sciences Office. For more information contact
Doug Kutz · 678·3967.
·

I

"I

HERE FOR ONE REASON ...

y0 u!

THE lACTS ABOUT C.S.F.
CAMPU·S.HOUSE:
FRIENDSHIP

---------------------------------------- I
SurveyforUVRAP

Name
Phone

Type of research interest

I
I
I
I
I
I

I.

I

I
I

--------------------------------~--------'

ACTIVITIES
COUNSELING
TEACHING
SHARING
Jesus Christ is our focal point.
An Alter·n ative to the usual:
Give us a Tryl
CALL PAM AT 275-6472
A Ministry of UNIVERSITY CHRISnAN CHURCH
Worshipping at 9191 Univ~rsity BLVD.

22,
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In
Pursuit ·
of
EXCELLENCE

UCF -KNIGHTS VS. STEPHEN F. AUSTIN ,
In Orlando Stadium
· THIS SATURDAY NIGHT
KICK-OFF at 7:00 p.m.
.
FREE admission for students -·w ith
-a validated UCF I.D.
·FREE bus ride to all home games
Call the "Sports-Line" 275-2139

,.
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Real Estate and Computer

Romans are 8·0
by Lisa Codianne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Career Opportunity

•

•

•
•

"Real Estate Is The Foundation
Of All Wealth ... "
Theodore Roosevelt
We are seeking a person who would be interested in a career
in commercial Real Estate · the most lucrative category· but,
equally important, the ·person must have computer experience or a desire· to become proficient in computer use
. and technology.
Real Estate, as a profession, offers one of the best · if not the
best · opportunity to achieve wealth and financial in·
dependence. But, the basic requirements for such is: (1) To be
career motivated, (2) To be a self-starter, (3) To enjoy meeting
the public, (4) To have a driving ambition to succeed.
We will train and assist the person to become licensed to sell
. Real Estate in the state of _Florida. After licensing the person
will be eligible for compensation t-hrough: (1) Participation in
company revenues, (2) Commissions from sales ·a nd over·
riding percentages, (3) Bonus. Possible par~nership in com·
pony also available.

23

The Romans (8-0) remain
the only undefeated team in
the Independant-A division
after edging the Tar heels
14-12 last week.
In other Independant-A
games the All-Prof out played
the Figma Nu's 25-20 and the
Manigs
downed
the
Wrestlers.
In the Women's division
KD slipped by V. Femmes
7-6, while the Lil Sigmas had
a big win over PBP 19-0 .
Also in Women's play SAE
Lil Sis won big over ZTA, as
did the Supersonics over
DDD 25-7.
Shut-outs last week include
LXA Lil Sis over KD 39-0 and
DDD over V. Femmes 7-0.
In the Fraternity-A division PK;A I had two big wins.
The first over KS 34-6 and the

~«.
vO

0~

. e,
,,p

second was a shut out against
SAE I 19-0.
TKE I also came away with
two wins last week. They
blasted PDT 31-0 but had a
tougher time with ATO 21-19.
In other games SAE I
downed Sig Ep 19-14, ATO
fell to SX I 7-21, and LXA I
crushed Sig Ep 20-0. ·
In Division-B play _the
Marauders defeated PKA
Pledges 13-6 and PKA II lost
as well to the Hogans 13-25.
The Nads overwhelmed the
Cobras 56-0 as the AF
Falcons defeated the
Dweebers II 34-20 in the
Independent-B division.
In the Fraternity-B division
there were some close games
last week. The DDSP
defeated LXA II 13-12, PKA
Pledges downed SA F: II
20-19, and the Manatees fell
to the Hogans 12-14.
The shut out in the division
was PK.\ 11 over TKE ll .

Now Only $8.95!
.

Need Help Passing
The CLAST? ·
- Getting Ready For The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics

For appointment, send brief
resume to:
Mr. John E. Allen
3721 E. Colonial Dr.
Orla~do, FL 32803

Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! T~is book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college
bookstore.

H & H Publishing Co., Inc.
2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater. Florida 33575 (813) 442-nflJ

1'1111~

PHONE:
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67SPORT
Are you tired of the same
old "Wham, Bam, Thank You .M a'am?"
V.l.P. Sale for ·UCF students.
Righi now 20o/o OFF ·

1=1czczbokm
77lllJ,lll!~(~ Running.Shoes
Sponsor's of Florida's
Number One Triathlon Tearn &
Miss Central Florida .

I
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K-Mart
. . _ _ _I
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UNIVERSITY BLVD.
HWY50

EAST/WEST EXPRESS

• Ladies' II/IE
from 19.99
• Mens' 11111
on sale
• Converse High Tops
• Brand Name Leotards
from 6.99
• 11111 Shorts 7. 99
• Running Shorts 6.99

Aerobic Weat
Athletic Wear
Footwear
For People Who Care

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
"*rbe
PLENTY.
Knights go 2-0 -p 11

Cmtral Florida Future
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Especially if it includes the
name of one of the fastest growing
universities in the Southeast.
As the Universtiy of Central
Fl_orida grows, its campus
newspaper, The Central Florida
Future, grows with it, with a commitment to its students and the
university community.
The Central Florida Future is
dedicated to its readers. Our commitment to quality prove.s that,
with an All-American award and
four Marks .of Distinction from the
Associated Collegiate Press, Four
Gold Circle Awards from Colu1nbia University, and the Award of
Excellence from the Society of
Newspaper Design.
The Best newspaper for. the Best
students.
The Central Flori~a Future.
More than just a name.
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Bobcats win, Hilltoppers next?·
Western Kentucky
nexl for Knights
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1tt'rhe Central Florida future
Commitment to Tomorrow

The entertainment and feature supplement of

'*rhe Central Florida Future

The look on his
face says it all: he is ,
serious about every thing he does. At 23'
he has starred in
movies including
The Breakfast Club· and
St. El mos Fire.
month he makes
screen debut as a writer
·when his new movie, That
Was Then ... This }s now
opens.

BY RICHARD TRUETT
NEW YORK- It is quiet on the
34th . floor of the Parker Meridien
Hotel in downtown Manhattan. Looking out the window, people on the
ground walk by slowly, almost as if
they are moving in slow motion.
Clouds are only a few feet away from
the window and you can't help but
feel as if you are on top of the world.
Parked in front of a Perrier water in
room 3401 sits Emilio Estevez. He is

Hot off the heals of two smash
dressed in a sport coat, dark shirt,
faded blue jeans and white sneakers. movies this year, Estevez is a bit 'ner· Estevez is on top another sort of vous about That Was Then. .. This Is
world. He is one of the most promis- Now a movie in which he wrote the
ing young talents in the movie in- screen play. The filming and post produsfry.
duction work have been completed
He looks much as he did in the and the movie is scheduled to open in
smash The Breakfast Club. The hair early November.
is pretty much the same and an earrIn one of his most dramatic roles
ing is affixed to his right ear. A gold Estevez plays a teenager who lose~
band is on his right hand. The mat- his best friend for the last nine years
ching one is presumably on the hand to a girlfriend and he must come to
of actress Demi Moore. "So" he says, grips with growing up and being
"How ya <loin'?"
responsible. Emilio Estevez looks

Volume 2 Number 9 October 23,1985

·deceptively like his father, Martin
Sheen. And in the movie industry he
has been labeled ''the next James
Dean.''
Estevez balks at being compared to
Dean.
·
"The quickest way to a young actor~ grave is to think he is the next
James Dean," Estevez said.
"Dean has probably ruined more
careers after his death then any other
actor alive. bean i~ probably the
quintessen'tial troubled youth. He is
SEE ESTEVEZ, PAGE 2

•

ESTEVEZ

Albums
BY

RICHARD TRUETT

J. Geils Band is '' Wolfless''
and it shows. Such intellectual
ditties
as
"Californi~a tin," "Heavy
Petting" and "Eenie Meenie
Minie Moe" are reminiscent
of past Geils work like
"Centerfold" and "Love
Stinks" and typify their
latest effort, You 're Gettin'
. Even While I'm Gettin'
Odd. " But his time around,
the band .minus the vocal
"talents' ~ of Peter Wolf,
sounds lik.e they recorded in a
bathroom..- Flashy keyboard
work and searing guitar that
are less subtle than Halley's
Comet are just not enougn to
sell an album.
The albu~ gets started fast
with "Concealed Weapons, " a
catty tune with some sexual
overtones that &lap you in the
face. ''She had me pinned
down flat on the floor/She
blew me away and I was hurtin' for sure" is a family
sampling of some of the

In "Heavy Petting" we
get a slice of life with which
every high school boy has to
deal. But Geils relates
reduces it to a form slightly
less than animal. ''.I said hey
yeah-love that heavy petting/Hey yeah-we love to
make our bodies sweat."
Beneath all this crap, there
are a few social statements.
In "Californicatin' " Jead
album's better lyrics. J. Geils singer Seth Justman belts out
guitar work sounds like the the laughable nature of the
soundtrack to the latest God- California lifestyle. "I Will
zilla movie complete with . ,Carry You Home" proves
screaming Japanese people. that the band may indeed
And almost as arbitrary.
. have some sensitivity. Either
Wolf left the band last year Seth or Paul Justman, who
to whine about girls with together wrote the lyrics for
green teeth. Thus far, Wolf's the album, likely had a
solo c~reer has been ... how . girlfriend with a drug pro, shall we say it ... kamikaze. blem. The song is fairly
Geils and the gang forged on mellow and is about
.however, despite the fact that someone's experience bringnobody else in the band could ing the girlfriend through it
sing.
all.
If you're not looking for
Perhaps the lyrics are intended to appeal to the meaning, you might make the
subliminal edges of con- investment. Otherwise, save
sciousness.
your money.

Calendar
October
D ART SHOW
The Museum Choice Exhibition of over 50
works of art will be on display at the Loch
Haven Art Center from Oct. 24 to Nov. 24.'
All works will be for sale. Artists whose
works are represented range from those
beginning to those who have international
careers. For further info call the Art Center at
896-4231.
D CONCERT AT DISNEY WOitLD
Whitney Houston, Quaterflash, X, and
What is This will be appearing at the Walt
Disney World Halloween On-Stage in the
Magic Kingdom on Saturday Oct. 26 from 9
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Tiekets are $15.95 in advance and $16.95 at the gate. Tickets are
available at Sears stores.
Bluegrass, hand-made crafts and festival
food are just a sampling of attractions that
you will find at the Central Florida Pioneer
Days Festival which will be presented by
Pine_Castle Center of the Arts Oct. 26 and 27.
For more info call 855-7461.
D ARTS AND CRAFT SHOW
Crealde School of Art's second Fall
semester begins Oct. 28. The eight week session includes classes in ceramics, painting,
screenprinting, watercolor, photography and
sculpture. Basic and advanced classes will be
taught on all subj.ects. For registration info
call 671-1886
D MEETING
All members of Phi Kappa are invited to attend a meeting held on Oct. 29 at 11 a.m. in
the Administration Building Rm 243.
D CHARITY BAZAAR AT THE MALL
Altamonte Mall is now accepting applications for the 1985 Charity Bazar which is
scheduleq for Nov. 2. This event provides the
opportunity for non-profit orgainizations to
raise funds. Call 830-4400 to request an application.
0 MORE MALL NEWS
Altamonte Mall will host on Arts and Craft

Show on Oct. 24-27. Tables will be featuring
paintings, lamps, toys and more.
D MEAT WAGON
Meals on Wheels needs volunteers to give
relief to families of shut-ins. Training will be
held on Nov. 5 from 9:30 to 3:30 p.m. at the
Orlando Regional Medical Center. The Mea.ls
OJ?. Wheels program delivers hot meals to
eldery and disabled people throughout the
metro Orlando area. Call 425-7-873 for details.
D fLORIDA ART SHOW AT UCF
UCF will present The Florida Document
Oct. 28 - Nov. 22. The show will include 63
photographs which will be hanging in the
main UCF Art Gallery and in the Art Dept.
on the 5th floor of the Fine Arts building. Included are hand-painted images, tinted
photographs, collages and traditional
documentary appraoch to the medium.
0 CAREER WOMEN MEETING
Are you a 25-year-old woman returning to
school after a long absence? There are UCF
faculty who wish to organize a group to meet
with other women in your situation. Call
275-2212
for
information.

D COSTUME CONTEST
The Brevard County Fair will be holding a
Halloween Party on Oct. 31. The gates 'open
at 5 p.m. and some rides will be free. There
will be two costume contests, Trick-Or-Treat
Street, windy The Witch and a m?gic show.
The children's costume contest begins at 6:15
p.m. in the dome. Winners will receive
trophies ribbons and prizes.
lJ ART WEEKEND IN NEW YORK
The deadline for reservations for an artfilled weekend long excursion to New York is
Oct.3_1.. Among the many highlights planned
are: guided tours of the Toulouse-Lautrec exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art and
·the India exhibition at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. The Loch Haven Art Center
is sponsoring the trip and more information
c~n .be ?btained by walking to the phone,
picking it up, and dialing 896-4231. Ask for
Jody Feltus.

FHOM PACE I
t.hf> .nan. When I have to play someone whose very intense,
whose very insecure, whose got a lot of fears, I just really
tap into my own fears and insecurities. It is a part of myself
that I often don't like to look at. But being in this business .
it forces me to share those things with the public."
Still, he does have that serious, intense look about him.
And he has long grown weary of comparisons. Estevez is his
own person. And certainly he is not as one errant interviewer labeled him, a "brat.,.,
Estevez has had no formal training as an actor, but he has
been involved in theater since he was just 12 years old. And
he has been making movies since he was 10. He started by
" using an 8mm camera and filming neighborhood kids. Th~n
he made some surfing films.
Estevez was born in the Bronx, but he grew up in Los
Angeles. On the day he graduated from high school, he landed a role in an ABC-TV Afterschool Special called "Seventeen, Going On Nowhere. " Estevez got other TV parts
before bagging his first movie role. He starred in "To Climb
a Mountain," "Ma·king The Grade," and the critically acclaimed "In The Custody of Strangers." From there,
Esteyez starred in his first feature film, Walt Disney's Tex.
He started writing original scripts when he' was just 7. "I
had written a couple of science fiction short stories. And for
one of the short stories, I submitted a treatment to the
Night Gallery and it was promptly sent back with a rejection slip. It was written on notebook paper in pencil. I don't
think they took me too _seriously," Estevez joked.
But he has come a long way since then. Estevez has written three original scripts this year. And one called
"Wisdom" has been sold to a movie studio and is scheduled
to go into production this month. His latest movie, That
Was Theft. .. This Is Now is not one of his original scripts,
but is based on the S.E. Hinton novel of the same title.
Instead of using material from other writers, Estevez said
he.is going to launch an all-out effort to use only his original
works from now on.
"Wisdom is a story about a young man who doesn't really
fit in. He sets out to change that and ends up a _celebrity,"
Estevez said.
Not only has Estevez written it, but he is scheduled to
make his directing debut and star in it as well.
· "If I am going to be given opportunities to direct and to
write, and sell my scripts, I might as well take advantage of
them. I am thrilled. I am surprised. I am in love with the
work right now. 1 love getting things done," he said. ·
Of all the movies Estevez has starred in thus far, Repo
Man has been his favorite to make. It is a science fiction film
set in the future and in it Estevez joins a band of auto
repossessors.
"It is sort of a black comedy. The studio didn't really
know what to do with the movie when they first got it. But I
understand it has become sort of a cult favorite."
At 23, age has not really been factor in Estevez' success
as an actor. But as a script writer it has been a different
story. Estevez had been working on the script for That Was
Then. .. This Is Now for four and half years when he approac;hed movie studios trying to pursuade them to make a
movie out of it.
'.' At the time when I tried to get this picture made, I was
not an established actor. Here I was attaching myself to
something. I wanted to remain the sole screenwriter on and
star in the lead rqle. Now, hot on the heels of the The
Breakfast Club and St. Elmo·~· Fire, I can get my scripts
read by the top people at the studios. It is not so much the
the age but now that I am proven people take me seriously.
''The studio was reluctant to take a chance on an S.E,
Hinton novel especially since Tex, The Outsiders and
Rumblefish died at the box office," Estevez said.
Estevez says he has no plans to work with Martin Sheen
or his brother Charlie at this time. He said Sheen saw That
Was Then ... This -Is Now and is pleased and excited with it.
But for now, Estevez is busy with Wisdom. In fact, preproduction started Monday on Wisdom.
Estevez said he has no regrets about not going to college.
And for the time being, he has no plans to slow down. He
said he .is constantly being bombarded with scripts.
''I see myself as continuing to work and continuing to
make films. I am being given an incredible opportunity and
I don't want to blow it. Unless I screw up qadly, I really expect to continue to make films and write," Estevez said.
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Simple Minds: back with a_new video, album
BY JAYNE FRYE

•

Sµnple Splendor: Simple Minds take to the
hillsides and cliffs of upstate New York for their
new video, "Alive And Kicking." With real wind
provided by the approach of hurricane Gloria, it is a
work of autumnal splendor.
Lines like "What you gonna do when your love
runs down?" are pun_ctuated by shots of a gorgeous
The City," Glenn Frey inhabits a New York City
waterfall.
where all the television sets are tuned to Miami
The setting sun casts a golden glow on keyboarVice.
dist Michael MacNeill as he plays. the song's piano
Just sitting.. around on another dull night, Frey
break.
eventually stirs from his lethargy and -rambles
In a dramatic change of sound,·the keyboards are
around the city.
subsequently muffled as bass and drums come to
Of course, when he goes out he sees a television in
the foreground. The video simultaneously changes
a shop window tuned to Miami Vice.
to shots taken while running the camera backwards
At the same time, the clip's requisite bimbette,
through an autumn woods.
whose cleavage is never seen cleaving even once
Let it be noted that it is perfectly acceptable to . during the clip, decides to leave her swank apartmime pfaying your instruments when you do so in a
ment after her candlelight dinner date doesn't
·
spectacular· setting such as this.
show.
- "Alive And Kicking" is a hip Golden Grahams
Of course, she was watching Miami Vice as she
commercial that will make you long for four
waited for her date to arrive.
seasons.
After the bimbette's cab nearly runs him over, he
New York Vice: In the video for "You Belong To
spots her in a bar. The tough yet sensitive Frey

Sc~wartzenegger's

finds himself simply too sensitive to yield to his
urges by hitting on the babe.
He moodily saunters out of the joint. As he tries
to hail a cab, the bimbette, recognizing the hunk
almost flattened by her cab, stops him .from leaving, a common occurrence.
They walk through the city, amazingly never
mugged and/ or accosted by any of the strange
nightlife they see.
At dawn, we see Frey leaving the · bimbette's
swank apartment building. The night watchman is
asleep. His television, which, of course, was tuned
to Miami Vice the night before, now displays
static.
Thank God for the dawn.
And I haven't even mentioned the moody saxophonist who conveniently · shows up on almost
every street corner, another common occurrence.
Jayne Tells You What To Like. Simple Minds,
"Alive And Kicking," Howard Jones, "Like To Get
T.o Know You Well" (an animated Ho-Jo coloring
book), The Cure, "In Between Days" (psychedelic
and full of socks), Scritti Politti, "Perfect Way"
(art and entertainment), Bryan Ferry, "Don't Stop
The Dance" (cool and elegant).

'Commando' is tops at box office ·-

t•

_
B Y PAT VERNON

:

-

Arny's Army: The muscle bound wonder is up on
the silver screen once again flexing his biceps, .
triceps and some ceps that haven't even been identified in a new romantic comedy called Commando.
Okay, it's not a romantic comedy, but the movie
contains humour and sensitivity which is setting
you up for Arnold's next move in film, reportedly a
comedy. Schwarzenegger has had it with those
flesh flashing Conan films (Personally, I haven't
had my fill but who asked me) and is looking to
broaden his acting horizons. Commando is a 20th
Century Fox release which grossed $7. 7 million in
it's first week.

MONDAY NIGHT
BEAT THE CLOCK
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS

TUESDAY NIG.HT
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT

Entertainment
This flick was the number one box office draw
last week. A sequel to the Terminator is also in the
works which should definitely prove entertaining.
Word is Arnold eats live buffalo and chokes on a
bone. Enraged, Arnold massacres half the population of Oklahoma. Of course that's just an unfounded rumor.

Heavy Metal headbangers: Blackie Lawless and
the boys are back with their new Capitol release,
The Last Command. W.A.S.P. will release a video
to accompany the single, "Blind in Texas" which is
a tribute to the wild west. The LP includes such
sure-to-be-classi~s, "Ballcrusher," "Running in the
Streets," and "Fistful of Diamonds." Also ·
available on Capitol is Iron Maiden's new LP Live
After Death. The album features the British
bashers at their heavy metal best with "Hallowed
Be Thy Name," "Children of the Damned and The
Trooper.'' The two album set was recorded at one of
Maiden's sold out shows at the Long Beach Arena
in California;

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

· THURSDAY NIGHT
SURPRISE NIGHT
SURPRISE PARTY!
CALL FOR
DETAILS

FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
r BUY A BUCKET DRINK LIKE A MAN
U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
50¢ DRAFT BEER

FRIDAY 8c
SATURDAY NIGHT
COME AND PARTY AT
· ONE OF THE
HOTTEST SPOTS IN
ORLANDO

SUNDAY NIGHT
SUPER S·UNDAY
PARTY

MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

NO COVER
CHARGE

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando, FL 32809
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Red Lobster
is b~inging .
Amenca to you
on a platter.

College Night
Wednesday Night
9p~·2am 2 for l's

*-~~
~n

25¢ Daquiris for the Ladies
Dancing & Large Screen Video
No Cover
Live D.J. 5 Nights A Week

. . Happy I-lour
~---.:: · ·,. . .....-:'/:4.30
. '.-" .
- 7·00
. M- F ·
~,.,....
-· a:.
·

____

/ --;-;,.-~

~/ -· ' .__

Presenting the Seafood Tastes of America.

-

-

~

:----=.

Red Lobster is brir.ging home the tastes 't hat make America great.
As we present 5 new combination platters.

The Alaskan Platter.·
. Tempt your tastebuds with Sn9w Crab Meat
Halibut Steak and a Salmon Fillet.

The Southern Platter.
Savor the flavor of lightly fried, Farm-raised Catfish,
Calico Scallops ancf Shrimp in the Round. •

The Louisiana Platter.
Taste the magic of Shrimp Creole, Bayou-style Seafood Gumbo
and Cajun Blackened Snapper.

The New England Platter.
Experience the delicious differences of Maine Lobster Mornay,
Boston Bluefish and New England Clam Chowder.

94rn AERO

Red Lobster®

SQUADRON
®

Orlando, Altamonte Springs, Merrit Island, Ocala, Daytona Beach\
Kissimmee, Melbourne
-

•

Indulge yourself with a Shrimp Kabob, Halibut Kabob
and lightly fried Calamari Rings.

The California Platter.

!brr Credit Corda Accopt.d

A RESTAURANT

© 1985 Red Lobster

94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803

(305) 898-4251

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
.•

for rent
to UCF students, faculty and staff
from $5.00, plus cleaning.
Come to University Theatre
Costume Shop.
(In person, no phone calls please)
r2 · 5pm., Week o~ October 21·25

.

..

The University Theatre

,_ -~-~oOJlUCkgr~ .
f
____________________
T. ___________________ _
Nobody builds a better
..
burger than Fuddruckers and me.

GOOD ANY DAV OF THE WEEK

1BEER BUCKET BONANZA

BUY ANY FUDDRUCKERS
ENTREE AND GET ANOTHER
ONE ·Of EQUAL VALUE

TUESD5~~~ 1~~SDAY:

-----

ALL BUCKETS $5.00

(6 Longneck Beers per bucket)
Budweiser & Bud Light
PREMIUM BUCKETS: $7.00
HEINEKEN

FREE

Offer Expires Nov. 17, 1985
good only at
160 E. Altamonte Dr.
Altamonte Springs

.

.

Offer Expires Nov. 17, 1985
good ·only at
160 E. Altamonte Dr.
Altamonte Springs

L-------------------i-------------------...1

.,.

•
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WSN
USES
_ _ THE BOOK!
OFFICIAL USED CAR GUIDE
The Market Report 01 Used Car Values

•

YOUR
"BUY"
PRICE

'

AVERAGE
RETAIL

/ ' ALLFOR
THIS '

$1.00 down
•

Where the "LEFT COLUMN"
Is the "RIGHT DEAL!"

I

'81 DODGE D-50 plus

$98.95/
month
'85 DATSUN 210 - $•121.19/
WAGON
. month
'82 PLYMOUTH
$103.•37/
RELIANT
month ·
~ '84 MERCURY LYNX $124.24/
month
'82 FORD FUTURA . $96.24/
mo.
month
'82 AUDI 40005
$7950
$3975
'82 FORD, FUTURA
30 mo. 16.46% APR

$1.00 down

36 mo. 16.46% APR

$1.00 down

36 mo. 16.46% APR

$1.00 down

36 mo. 16.46% APR

$1.QO·down

36

$5200
$3500

WSN

__._

16.46% APR

LEASING Ir
AUTO SALES

80 W. Michegan Ave.
Orlando, FL

422·1922

'OOlJ Cfortsb ·.

Prices Include:
Washer, Dr}te-r,
Refridgerator
Dishwasher.

Come and experience the woodsy charm . .
-

.

Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN
7 DAYS
I BROKERS. WELCOME ·
.
.
wit.hin walking distance from UCF
-·
.

Affordable prices start in the low 50's
· 2 & 3 Bedroo.ms
CALL 275-9100
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NO COUPON NEEDED!

You'll get 15% off every food purchase*
when you show your valid U.C.F ID card
at any D'Lites of America Orlando
area restaurant and drive-thru window.

1·

I

'Alcoholic beverage excluded.

I
I
I

4050 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
200 Semoran Blvd., Casselberry, (E. of 17 /92)

I
I
I

Offer expires:
March 31, 1986

------~------------~
P-----••••••-------~

II ~$~
'1.99 MEAL 1/4 lb.' D'LITE BURGER!"
V"'
FRENCH FRIES &AMEDIUM SOFT DRINK.
I
Enjoy a O'Lttes of America, 100% pure, lean,
I ~
fresh ground beef 1/41b.* O'LITE BURGER,
.
T9
golden brown FRENCH FRIES and a medium
I.
SOFT DRINK, all for only $1.99.
weg,1.
I
I
4050 East Colonial Dr., Orlando
VALID THRU
·
I
I
200 Semoran Blvd., Casselberry (E. of 17 / 92)
NOV 12, 1985

·This ad is for all those who ever wonder
if your United Way gift is really appreciated.

•

U.,lted\Vay

:

I
I
I
I
I

'Approxmale pr&COOl<ed
Oieese. ICmalO and laX eictra. Piesert cOJpOn
when Olderong. One coupon pe1 cu51omer. Not valid with any olher oiler

Thanks to you. It works. for All OF US.
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

.

•

...

•

I
I
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ALDRICH
OPTICA-L
Insurance of
·Union Pa.r k Inc.

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

". I7t

277-2949

.. ,,....,

Ginger Aldrich

"We specialize_in
saving you money"

EYE EXAMS BY BOARD
CERTIFIED OPHTHALMOLOGIST

Registered ,
• UCF Faculty and Student
Optician .
Discounts
FRIENDLY,

• Lenses Duplicated
• Prescriptions Filled
• Large Selection of Frames

PERSONA~IZED

. SERVICE

• Young Drivers
• Tickets & Accidents
• SR-22

• . Auto, Motorcycle, 4 x 4
•
I PIP, Udblllty
• Colllslon & Comprehensive

Call for a quote

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

305

10408 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl 32817

HELP US CELEBRATE THREE YEARS OF BUSINESS

SOFTWARE e DISKETTES e PRINTERS
MODEMS e SUPPLIES

Open 24 hours

PRINTERS $169.00
DISKS
$8.95
C COMPILER $67.95

The

DONUT MAKER

MANY ITEMS ON SALE!
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

282·2886

Invites

894-3304 .

UCF

SALE ENDS OCT. 28th
HERNDON PLAZA ·
ACROSS FROM
FASHION SQUARE
MALL

SoftwareUnlimited
--------------The Program Discount Store.

!(i.-;_)r

1985
WAH LUM
KUNG-FU TEMPLE of the U.S.A .

~ff).~})
---~~

5th ANNIVERSARY
WAH LUM KUNG FU
SPECIAL: KUNG FU MASTERS FROM HONG KONG

MASTER

MASTER·

MOK
POION

LEE KOON
HUNG

SHAO LIN
WING CHUN

CHOY LH FUT
STYLE
FROM KENTUCKY

VALENCIA
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
EAST

CAMP\IS

~E.\tUQln(4

c\n 1nc1m'.l1l3l€ C1splay
~r rm~ms anO Wt.\POns
c

ADULT CHILD

DR. JOHN ·
NG
MONKEY STYLE

TAI CHI CHUAN
MASTERS CHAMPION

WAI LUM
HUANG
FROM M:AMI !
NOVEMBER 3rd. 1985
SUNDAY 3:90 pm

Adv. Ticket $7.50 $5.00

275·6177
,:)

(.-r

ALSO: Special Kung-Fu Seminar by
Hong Kong Masters • $40
ocrosER 21

SUN. 3:00-8:00pm

~.----------------------......
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.Students and Personnel

0

to Q Coffee and Donut Break

v

There's no better place than
the

A
R
I
E

to
.enjoy fresh donuts and callee
W~ile you study
just relax

I
E

s

or

-

--------THE

w
A
y

Donut Maker

T

A
L

COUPON

---------

s
F
R

~

E

s

H

DONUT MAKER
9809 E. Colonial, Union Pk.

BUCK·A·BAG
Six Donuts for a Dollar, with this coupon
(Reg. $1.79)
Limit 2 Bags Per Coupon
Drive thru Window

..
•

-

-

BECAUSE WE TRY HARDER...

TRY US!

-~-,,
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UCF Theatre kicks off
with Relatively Speaking

.

ARISTOCRAT\\~\~DESIG~S

GREG HINES

After five weeks of rehearsal, the UCF Theatre Department, under the direction of
ALOMAAVE.
Dr. Marilyn McKay, kicked
~
K-MART
off its season with the comedy
1NCLUDES WET CUT • Mon. and Fri. 9 ~ 6
Relatively Speaking by the
•
uNiv. BLvo.
AND BLOW DRY (WITH • Sat. 9 -5
B ri ti sh playwri te Alan
LONG HAIR EXTRA)_ • Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7
Ayckbourn.
The play opened Thursday
Oct. 17 with a performance
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : each night and a Sunday
•
•
matinee. Thursday Oct. 24
the production will resume
and be performed in the Black
Box Theatre at 8:00 p.m ..
through the closing night
Oct. 26.
·
With only four characters,
the play revolves around the
lives of two couples. One couple which is married, Phillip
and Sheila, played by Tom
Cannold and Ronda Vierling,
who are in their fifties.
The other couple, Greg and
Jenny, played by John
Mevorach and Delite Debolt,
are in their twenties and living together.
The play is centered on an
ironic suspicion of an affair.
Greg finds a strange pair of
men's slippers in his apartment along with an address.
Jenny is accused of having an
B~rrow
affair. However, she claims

$8 HAIRCUT

~

II)

•

Rv

CALl6 71-HAIR

•

UNIVERSITY SQUARE (Next to Jewelry Store)

•

•

4 ways to pick up a date
while entering the

General Foods® InUrnational
Coffees SWeepstakes.
1. Go to the Bookstore this

week.
8. Sample Sugar Free Suisse

Mocp.a ... and spill a drop on your
prospective date's sneakers. ·
· 3.
their lucky pen to fill
out the "Week In Switzerland" entry
form below.
4. Pick up your free poster ... and
ask their advice o;n where to hang itl

the address, which leads to
Phillip's house, is her
parent's.
When the four finally have
lunch the humor intensifies as
each character decieves the
others. McKay chose this particular play to head the
season for various reasons.
From an educational standpoint, Relatively Speaking
was selected for its theatrical
challenges. The play is performed in the round, which
means the audience is seated
around the stage and the actors must give equal attention to all of the audience.
According to Steve Seinert,
the assistant director of the
play and also a student at
UCF, "The actors are doing a
good job with the accents."
With all the challenges offered by this play, the determining factor for choosing
.Relatively Speaking is the
theatre's budget.
"We are an extremely
underbudgetted activity,"
said McKay, ··'and so we must
be careful to ·save all of our
money to do our big show in
the spring, which is a
musical.''
For only $6, Relatively
Speaking is an inexpensive
way to experience theatre.

t1OiD£11' tiAtE'

~HJ~s3~;;~~~
F~ ALL YOU CAN EAT F~
LUNCH BUFFET

M·f 11 :00 to 2:30

NIGHTLY HAPPY DINNER: $7.50
INCLUDES: Soup, 3· Appetizers, your

SWsseMocQa

choice of Entree & Dessert

GENERAL foods8 INTERNATioNAl CoffEEs

FOR TAKE-OUT AND
CATERING PLEASE CALL

WITH UCF l.D.

281·0330

Buy one & get

E. COLONIAL DR.

2nd half pricel

6440

between
436 & Goldenrod

at University Bookstore

'

.

HARRY'S

uS

FAMO FLOWERS
PRESENTS
'

.

.

CORSAGES .FOR HOMECOMING
•
•

671·1969

For· your convenience, if ordered
24 hours ahead, custom orders
available for pickup in the
gift store on campus .
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Art news from Walt Disney World
BY

RICHARD TRUETT

Ceramics; Crafts.
To qualify for consideraMore than 225 of America's' tion, an artist must have won
· best working artists will ex- a major award at another
hibit their efforts and com- . juried art festival over the
pete for prizes totaling up to last fhree years. All -entries
$25,000 in the 11th annual were screened by a special
Festival of the Masters out- consulting group of art prodoor art festival fNov. 8-10 at fessionals. It is this doubles ta ged selection process
Walt Disney World Village.
which
has given the Festival
Partieipating artists,
rep-r esenting
artists, of the Masters its reputation
representing 30 states, were as one of the top-quality art
chosen from a field of more shows in the Southeast.
For the three days of the
than 450 applicants in eight
festival,
the 230 artists whose
different categories: Oils and
Acrylics; Watercolors; Prints works were selected will
and Drawings; Photography; display them in the beautiful
Mixed Media; Sculpture; outdoor environs of Walt

·.'1 . .. . ~ERVl~E·

-_ '. P:recision Style Cut $8.00

Disney World Village, a landscaped and tree-shaded complex of specialty -shops and
restaurants surrounding the
Village Lagoon with its spectacular Empress Lilly Riverboat.
·

FULL

SALON

'

WALK IN_~ WELCOME

1-0$09 E. Colonlal Dr.'

282·1700.

(Wlhn Dixie Center)
· !UfflJON PARK . "

Dally 9-5

•Thurs. tll

a·

j--------------------

Festival hours are from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Admission
is free. Special parking and
transportation services are
provided.

FOR KIDS OR ADULTS

MARTIAL ARTS
SOLD HERE

NINJA UNIFORMS

TMH SHOES•
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UNIFOHMS & SL 'l'l'UES

Applications and additional
information may be obtained
by writing to Festival of the
Maters, P.O. Box 35, Lake
Buena Vista, FL, 32830.
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CLEANING. AND CHECKUP
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FOR UCF STUDENTS AND STAFF
SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N. GOLDENROD RD.
(opposite KM art)
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677·8888

MR.· RICK'S
CRAB HOUSE
Fea.turing Maryland

870 Semoran Blvd. (S.R. 436)
Just West of Redbug Rd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

SlEA~x~RABS PHONE: 767-2575
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

AND SEAFOOD

CLAM BAR

TAKE OUT

NEW & DIFFERENT
OPEN DAILY
FREE BEER OR WINE FOR LUNCH
WITH EACH ORDER 11-1:30 pm

Now-Is The Time To Plan
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With One Of The Area's Most
Experienced Agencies
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* Thanksgiving
*Ski Trips .

. * Christmas
* Short Cruises
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(get a group and get a free trip)

Rainbow Travel
1911 E. Colonial Dr. (opp. Morrison's)
Orlando 898·2050
no additional charge for our services
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Martin 8r Co. Cash 8r Carry Foods can help!
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We are a full-line wholesal(a food store.
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CASA
GAllAIDO
HEIN DON
CENUR
HERNDON
AllPOIT

Deli Products · Frozen Foods · Canned Goods · Office /School Supplies
Meats · Cheeses · Full Line Paper Products . Deserts ·
~leaning Supplies · Concession Svpplies · Hors D'Oeuvres
Examples of the cost savings available to youl
PAPER GOODS
SOLO Red
PLASTIC CUPS $2.09
12··14 oz. cups
50 per pkg.

9" PAPER PLATES Sl.26
100 plates

SOLO Clear
FORNAP White
PLASTIC CUPS $2.44 NAPKINS
$1.80
16 oz. cups
I
375 Cf.
50 per pkg.
TRASH BAGS $13.03
Box of 100 · 33 gal.

OUR POLICY AT MARTIN & CO. CASH & CARRY FOODS IS
TO SELL YOU THE FINEST QUALITY PRODUCTS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE
DON'T MISS OUT ·SEE FOR YOURSELF
VISIT US TODAY FOR ALL OF YOUR HOMECOMING PARTY NEEDS
ALL AT WMOLESALE PRICES BY THE CAN OR CASE!

CIGARETTES

PEPSI

$8.'70 Reg.
$8:99 Kings/lOO's

All products/24 cans
$6.60 per. case
LIMIT · 3 CASES
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PRICES GOOD OCT. 2J.29

MARTIN & CO.
Cash & Carry Foods 625 Herndon Ave., Orlando
Ot _:-J: MON.· SAT. 7:30-5:30

PH. 894-4458
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Tele Check
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